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Preliminaries: reading Plato

I INTRODUCTION

This is a book about Plato as a writer of philosophy: probably the most
accomplished and sophisticated such writer the western world has known,
but also one of the most puzzling. One of the chief puzzles about Plato's
writing, and the one from which I shall begin, is its enormous variety. Why
should he write in so many different ways? Philosophers, surely, only need
to write in one way - as clearly and intelligibly as possible. Granted, virtually
every item within the Platonic corpus is written in the same general format,
that of imaginary conversations (reported or direct) between two or more
interlocutors. However, this format is deployed in markedly varying fash
ions, and not only that, but often with what appear to be markedly varying
outcomes. It sometimes appears almost as if different parts of the Platonic
oeuvre might have been written by different people. I Most strikingly, while
a significant number of dialogues, mainly short ones, take the form of an
apparently open-ended exploration of particular subjects (often particular
virtues - what I shall prefer to call 'excellences': aretat), led by a Socrates
who continually advocates the importance of such - apparently open
ended - exploration and inquiry, other dialogues seem to show us a quite dif
ferent Socrates, and a different Plato. Thus, most notoriously, the Socrates
of the Republic - a work which will figure prominently in the present
book - appears, at least on first reading, as an advocate of a dosed soci
ety in which philosophy, instead of being the instrument of intellectual
liberation that those other shorter dialogues seem to promise to make it,
becomes the instrument of a political structure in which 'liberation' would

I By and large there is now consensus about which dialogues within the traditional corpus are by Plato
and which are spurious; only one or two items are still debated, notably the First Akibiadn. Hippill5
Major, and Clitophon. (I myself think all thr~ of these certainly spurious, along with all the &tun.
M~n~x~miJ is by now surely off the doubtfulljst.)
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evidently consist, for the majority of the population, in their control and
manipulation by the few (philosophers).

How to explain this and other examples of the way Plato apparently
changed, or wavered, in his approach to philosophy and to the writing of
it: that will be one of the major tasks to be attempted in the following
pages,2 along with the task of explaining what it is, exactly, that Plato
wanted to achieve, and thought he could achieve, by writing as he did.
And that, for anyone who has seriously read any part of his oeuvre (i.e.
by reading any dialogue from beginning to end, rather than just conning
pre-selected passages, torn from their contexts), is the biggest question of
all. As one of a fine group of undergraduates in Durham recently put it to
me, Plato is 'weird', because he makes any reader work so hard to see what
it is that he is up to - what he is using his characters to say, or in other
words what he wants the reader to extract from his text. 3 Studiously (it
seems) leaving himself off the list of speakers on every occasion, or at least
not appearing in person, he leaves us to guess where to locate his voice.
The best guess must be that it is normally the main speaker that speaks for
him - and so, since Socrates is usually that main speaker, the chances are
that Socrates' voice will also, normally, be Plato's (see section 4 below).4
But then Socrates himself so often tells us that he has no answers - and
when he does seem to come up with answers, they are not always the ones
we might have expected, or hoped for (I refer again to the Republic as my
central example).

At issue here is nothing less than what some might call the meaning of
Plato, and of Platonism: 'Platonism', that is;'-in the sense of what it is that
Plato stands for. At the most basic level, is he a philosopher who wishes
for nothing so much as to make his readers think for thnnse/ves, somehow
to make use of their own inner resources, without trying to weigh them
down too heavily with doctrine? Or is he, on the contrary, someone who
writes in order to impart doctrines? These are the lines along which the
longest-running dispute among Plato's interpreters - beginning, strangely,
even with his immediate successors, who might have been expected to know
how to read him - has permanently been drawn. However, each of the two
types of interpretation appears just as problematical as the other. If the

2 The outcome ofmy argument will ~ to pur the emphasis on that 'apparently' in 'apparendy changed'.
Plato changed a great deal less than appearances might suggest.

J 'Nothing is a matter of cour~; everything can be called into question. To read Plato demands a far
higher degree of vigilance and activity than any other philosopher asks for. Time after time, we are
forced to make our choice. ro decide how we should interpret what we are reading' (Tigerstedr 1977:

99)·
.. See also Kraut 1992: 25-30.
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first is right, then why is there so much by way of what look like positive
doctrines in at least a significant proportion of the dialogues? And if the
second, then why on earth did Plato not try to impart his teaching in a
more direct way?

Defenders of the first type of interpretation will typicalJy concentrate
their fire on the talk of 'doctrines'. They will propose that Plato has few
if any of thost, pointing to that very richness (I called it variety) of Plato's
writing, and explaining it either as proof of his versatility, or else as a sign
of the kind of process of continual development and maturation that we
should expect of any good philosopher. Talk of 'versatility' is in danger of
suggesting that we can retreat into interpreting each dialogue on its own
(as some scholars in the last two centuries have attempted to do), and there
are too many connections between them, too many constants, to make
that a viable proposition.5 But again, if Plato was a doctrinalist, why was
he not more open and direct about it? Because, say some defenders of the
'doctrinal' sort of interpretation, Plato thought his ideas incapable ofbeing
properly conveyed in writing; the dialogues are a sort of invitation to the
feast, offering an initial encounter with fundamental ideas that could not
be fully grasped without deepened contact through the medium of oral
discussion within the walls and porticoes of the Academy. Yet what these
interpreters generally propose for the main feast centres on a metaphysical
system (including a set of first principles) that generally seems a good deal
less interesting philosophically - whether to most ancient or to modern
tastes - than what we find on or just under the surface of the dialogues
themselves. Even more importantly, such interpreters fail to explain why, on
their account, Plato needed to write out so many and such varied invitations:
so many dialogues, small, medium-sized, large, massive, containing a wealth
of action, argument, imagery, alJ sorts of other varieties of brilliance 
why go on writing them, throughout a lifetime, if they were only the first
step, and to be superseded by a higher (and not so far obviously more
illuminating)6 state of understanding?

Despite what I have just said, my own interpretation of Plato, or at any
rate of Plato as a writtr, as it unfolds, will turn out to have at least as much

~ That is. if we want (as I presume most will want) to take Plato ~riously as a phiJosopher. Ofcourse if
one decides in advance that he is (e.g.) a dramatist rather than a philosopher. then the objection might
not apply. Grote 1865, a brilliant account in its own way, may be said to have tested to destruction
the idea that~ can appreciate Plato fully without at some point trying to relate systematically what
we disc~r in one dialogue to what ~ disco~r in another. (Gtote him~lfwas reacting to what
he - rightly - saw as the oversystematization of Plato by Neoplatonizing interpreters.)

6 I refer here simply to the apparent phiiosophicaJ aridity of the reconstructed 'unwritten doctrines'
(Aristotle's phrase) of Plato on which such interpreters often pin their hopes.
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in common with that of the second, 'doctrinal', group of interpreters as
with that of the first, who may be very loosely termed 'sceptical' .7 I shall
certainly want to reject the understanding of Platonism put forward by the
particular 'doctrinal' interpreters I had in mind in the preceding paragraph,8

but there are certain things that they seem to me to have got right (as, for
example, when they insist that Plato does not always say, at anyone point,
everything that he has in mind, or in hand; or, more generally, when they
tell us that we frequently need to look below the surface of the text to find
its real intention). It is interpreters of the 'sceptical' mould that I shall treat
as my more immediate opponents, and among that rather broad group, one
set of interpreters in particular: those who divide off certain parts of the
Platonic corpus as 'Socratic' - the 'Socratic dialogues' being those mainly
shorter, allegedly 'exploratory' dialogues that I have referred to, dating (it
seems) from somewhere near the beginning of Plato's writing career - and
who by so doing shift the locus ofwhat is most authentically Platonic to the
period of writing that followed. The key moment in Plato's development,
from that perspective, was the break from the master, Socrates, the moment
when the younger man started writing more ambitious and positive works
(especially the Republic), whatever the degree of attachment he may have
felt to the successive outcomes of these. 9

Perhaps as much as anything else, it will be my aim in the present book
to replace this way of dividing up Plato's work, which in my view has
become the single greatest obstacle to a proper understanding of Plato and

- The term will roughly fit, insofar as the ancient and original sceptics - one variety ofwhom developed
their views inside Plato's Academy itself, a few generations after Plato's death - were people who
perpetually Ioolud (the Greek verbs are Jkop~jn, Jkop~jsthaj, the noun sk~psjs), without (Ver finding
anything solid they could rely on. Academic sceptics read Plato as a sceptic: some of the dia)ogu~

especially the so-called 'Socratic' group (see below) - may superficially attract such a reading, but no
modern interpreter would be likely to find it satisfactory. It is thus safe enough to borrow the term
'sceptical' for that broad church of non-'doctrinalist' readers of Plato. The members of this same
broad church tend also to suppose that their non-doctrinal Plato was typically ready to review his
ideas, to modify, abandon and replace them - to 'mature' and 'd(Velop', as I put it in the preceding
paragraph: in short, to use a standard term, the majority of such interpreters are 'developmentalisrs',
by contrast with the 'unitarianism' of the their 'doctrinal' rivals, and I shall generally, if somewhat
loosely and inaccurately, treat the labels 'sceptical' and 'developmentalist', on me one hand, and
'doctrinalist' and 'unitarian' on the other, a.c; more or less interchangeable. I shall shortly be picking
a quarrel with one very common kind of modern 'sceptical d(Veiopmentalist': the kind that divides
up the corpus into 'Socratic' ('early'), 'middle' and 'late' periods.

8 These are the members ofthe so-called 'Ttibingen school', including most importantly Hans-Joachim
Kramer, Konrad Gaiser, and among contemporary scholars, Thomas Szlaak: see especially SzlC'Z3k
1985 and 2004.

9 Since I am speaking here of 'sceptical' interpreters as opposed to 'doctrinal' ones (in my admittedly
very crude distinction), the attachment will be less than would be implied by the use of the term
'doctrine'. Doctrines, for some philosophers, will not be suitable things for philosophers to have 
as opposed to idea.; or theories, which will be perfectly respectable.
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Platonism. 1O For it will be one of my core claims that in fact the post
'Socratic' dialogues in all central respects depend and build on, even as they
may extend, ideas and arguments contained in the 'Socratic' dialogues. (The
scare quotes around 'Socratic' are to be taken seriously; there is in my view
no group ofdialogues which can helpfully be labelled 'Socratic' as opposed
to others.) That is, these dialogues, along with others not normally labelled
as 'Socratic' but nevertheless apparently predating the Republic, do crucial
philosophical work which is not only not superseded by what comes later,
but which we need to have properly grasped - and also to keep in mind 
if we are fully to understand what we find in the Republic and other sup
posedly post-'Socratic' dialogues. 1I Importantly, I shall also claim that Plato
remained faithful to the very notion ofphilosophy that is developed in, and
in part illustrated by, the 'Socratic' dialogues. (Even the philosopher-rulers
of the Republic will turn out to be formed after Socrates' image.12 But this
is to anticipate.)

For many if not most readers of Plato these will look unlikely claims - to
say the least. A5 it happens, the 'doctrinal' interpreters13 tend to be hardly
less Republic-centred than the 'sceptical' ones, insofar as for them too it is

10 The next greatest. in my view. is the idea. much favoured by 'doctrinalists' of all eras. that Plato
was. more than anything else. an other-worldly metaphysician who thought that the highest kind
of existence would be spent in the contemplation of pure being (,,~I sim.). See espa:iaJly chapters
2. 7. 8 and 9 below. This approach. for its part. entails leaving out so much of the content of the
dialogues. takes so liule account of what Plaro actually UJrou. that I for one find ir hard ro take it
at all seriously. Or. to put it another way. a book like the present one. which aims to explain why
Plato wrote as he did. is not likely to be favourable to an approach that by irs very nature leaves it
entirely mysterious why Plato should have written so much that had so litde bearing on what he
supp()sedl~' intended his readers to sign up ro.

II I shall not of course. impos.~ibly. deny that there are also apparent. and important. discontinuities
berween the so-called 'Socratic' dialogues and what follows. But it will be my argument that these
discontinuities are ~t seen against the background of an essential continuity - one that after all
would be no less than one would expect. given that Plato keeps Socrates on. both in the R~public

and in other 'non-Socratic' dialogues. as main speaker. I agree wholeheartedly with David Sedley
(Sedl~ 2004: 14) that Plato 'emphasiz[ed] the continuity in his development [i.e. with what Sedley
call~ the "'semi-historical" Socrates featured in the early dialogues': 3] rather than acknowledging
any radical break'. However while acknowledging Plato's own perspective on the matter, Sedley
himself'separar[es] an early Socratic phase from one or more subsequent Platonic phases' (ibid.).
thus aligning himself with Vlastos 1991, and against Kahn 1996 - for whom the 'Socratic dialogues'
are written to look forward to the R~puhl;c and oth~r 'middle' dialogues. and so 'can be adequately
und~rstood only from the perspective of these middle works' (Kahn 1996: 60). My own view is
exactly the reverse of Kahn's (though I register unease about the use of the term 'middle': on dating
in general, see section 10 below).

12 Still more surprisingly. from the perspective of any current interpretation. the same will be true of
the members of the Nocturnal Council in the Laws (see chapter 10. n. 2 below).

II Or at least. modern 'doctrinalisrs'; for their ancient counterparts, it was the great cosmological
dialogue Tima~$ that counted as more central. But Plato himself takes care to link Tima~J with
R~pub'ic. making the conversation ~prcsented (fictionally 'ra:orded') in the former take place on
the day after the conversation. 'reported' by Socrates. that constitutes the latter. See ch. 10.
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the Republic - and other dialogues that the 'sceptics' call 'mature' - that
take us closer to the heart ofPlato: thinking ofPlatonism as nothing if not a
system ofthought, and more or less unchanging, they then propose Republic,
along with Phikbus and Timaeus, as the works that will give us the most
information for fixing the outlines of that system. The so-called 'Socratic'
dialogues (so-called, that is, mainly by the 'sceptics'), for the doctrinalists,
are of relatively little interest in themselves, just as for the 'sceptics' these
dialogues tend to represent the parts of Plato, i.e. those Socratic parts, that
he left behind, whether this is taken to be a bad or a good thing.14 One of
the main tasks of the present book will be to show that both the 'sceptical'
approach, which sees the Republic as marking Plato's break with Socrates,
and its 'docrrinalist' counterpart, which tends to assimilate the 'Socratic'
dialogues to the Republic, are mistaken: the Socrates of the Republic is, with
certain important qualifications, the Socrates ofthe 'Socratic' dialogues; but
this latter Socrates is not fashioned after the 'doctrinalists" image. What
should have emerged from my argument by the end of the book is a quite
unusual, not to say revolutionary, picture ofPlato and his thought. However
whether or not this picture will appear plausible will depend entirely on
my ability to persuade the reader of the usefulness ofcertain interpretative
moves; or, to put it the other way round, my ability to persuade the reader
to share my analysis of Plato's strategies as a philosophical writer. The title
of the book may in this sense be taken as a true disjunction: I hope to
understand what Plato stands for by understanding the reasons, methods
and purpos~.sof Platonic writing. (I admit, ~9wever, that many times over
the detailed argument will turn out to be the other way round; what Plato
wants to say and how he says it are mutually interdependent topics.)

It will be useful here to give a quite full and detailed outline of the key
interpretative moves that will underpin my approach, before I turn, in the
main part of the book, to particular themes and particular dialogues. The
Table of Contents gives a fair indication of the selection of dialogues that
will provide the main material for my discussion. Particularly prominent
will be Apology, Charmitks, Euthytkmus, Gorgias, Meno, Phaedo, Phaedrus,

J" It will be a bad thing for those who prefer what th~ see a.c; Socrates' mode of doing philosophy
in those dialogues to what thq see as his appaJJing demeanour in the R~publir (see above); a good
thing for those many prople who - quite misguidedly. in my own view - tend to think of Socrati(
methods and ideas as interesting but naive and limited. There has been talk in recent years. especially
among North American scholars (of whom Francisco Gonzalez is among the most eloquent: see
e.g. Gonzalez 1998). of a 'third way' of interpreting Plam. i.e. one that is describable neither as
'sceptical' nor as 'dogmatic '. Insofar as that could be said of my own reading. it too will belong to

this 'third way', However the main defining feature of this 'third' mode of reading seems to be just
that it isn't either of the other two. both of which - as I began by saying - are plainly. by themselves,
unsatisfactory.
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Rtpub/ic, and Timaeus. I shall have a fair amount, too, to say about Theaete
tus, but rather little about the Pannenides, and nothing or virtually nothing
about Crary/us, Laws, Phi/tbus, Protagoras and two dialogues closely con
nected with the Theaetetus, Sophist and Po/iticus. I shall, however, advance
a general thesis about those five big dialogues Parmenides, Sophist, Po/iti
cus, Timatus and Laws, in which Socrates is not assigned the role of main
speaker, as he is in every other genuine dialogue; clearly, given my overall
thesis about the closeness of Plato to his Socrates, this is likely to appear
a significant shift, suggesting - perhaps - that disciple did after all finally
give up on master (for, as it happens, all five of these dialogues appear to be
datable to the latest part of Plato's life: see section 10 below). I shall suggest,
rather, that in demoting Socrates Plato distances himself, in varying degrees,
from the positions he assigns to Socrates' replacements.

2 THE NATURE AND IMPORTANCE OF DIALOGUE, FOR PLATO

Plato evidently held dialogue to be fundamental to philosophy: Socrates
never ceases to treat dialogue in this way, and for the most part - in Plato's
works - carries on his business, which he calls philosophy, through dialogue.
But why should dialogue be so important for the philosopher? The answer,
it seems, has something and everything to do with Socrates', and Plato's,
recognition of the need for questioning: only if we go on questioning our
ideas can we ever hope to reach the truth, if we can reach it at all.

Some modern interpreters have understood this questioning in terms
specifically of 'refutation', 15 because of the overwhelming tendency of
Socrates' questioning, in the 'Socratic' dialogues, to end in the discom
fiture of whoever or whatever is being questioned. 16 They have then gone
on to propose that refutation could even somehow generate, discover, truth,
by itself; and such interpreters have reconstructed on Socrates' behalf the
assumptions that would be required to make that possible. I? (I take it that

15 See chapt~r 3 below.
16 Such int~rpr~t~rs typically call Socrates' m~thod ·eI~nctic'. In fact th~ Grttk noun l'/mchos and th~

associated v~rbs. which Plato fr~quently applies to Socratic activity. as often r~f~r to qu~stioning

and chall~ng~ as to ~futation as such: s« Tarrant 2002. I myself will propo~ that th~ fact that
Socratic dial~ctic. in th~ 'Socratic' dialogu~s, n~rly always ~nds in th~ rclutation of th~ int~rlocutor

has rath~r mo~ to do with Plato's ~;ection of th~ positions Socrates' int~rlocutors r~pr~nt than
with the ~SS~ntial natur~ of Socratic method.

17 Here is Donald Davidson, building on Vlastos 1983: 'th~ d~nchus would mak~ for truth simply by
insuring [sic] coh~r~nc~ in a ~t of bdi~fs if on~ could assume that in ~ach of us th~r~ a~ always
unshakabl~ tru~ beliefs inconsist~nt with the fal~. It is not n~ssarv that thes~ truths be the same
for each of us. nor that w~ be abl~ to id~ntify th~m exc~pt through th~ ~xt~nded US~ of th~ d~nchus.
Thus someon~ who practices the e1~nchus can, as Socrates r~peat~dly did. claim that he d~ not
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Socrates and Plato would have been repulsed by any special theories that
find dialogical conclusions, in certain contexts, as all that there is to consti
tute truth;18 whatever else they hold, they will certainly hold that the truth
is the truth regardless of what anyone thinks it is, and indeed regardless of
whether anyone at all has it in mind.) Reconstructions of this sort are a
reaction, in itself noble enough, to the need somehow to square Socrates'
repeated claim that he knows nothing with his more than occasional ten
dency to behave as if there are some things, at least, that he is pretty sure
about, even knows. However the combination in Socrates of these two
features - as a know-nothing, and (as one might put it) as a conviction
philosopher - is perfectly inteJJigible without any such rich supplementa
tion of Plato's text. 19 The most for which we have textual warrant is the
idea that a continuous process of questioning, whether of one person by
another or of oneself by oneself, along a particular line may lead to results
that for all practical purposes are reliable and unlikely co need to be aban
doned. This process of questioning represents the essence of the Socratic 
and, as I hold, also the Platonic - notion of philosophy, and it is one
that is most consistently displayed in action in the so-called 'Socratic' dia
logues. Philosophy, as an activity, is the 'art ofdialogue', whether internal or
with others;20 diakktiki techne in Greek, and hence 'dialectic'. (The 'art of
dialogue'; sc. through progressive questioning, and on the sons ofsubjects
expertise in which contributes to wisdom, sophia, philo-sophia being the
love or pursuit of wisdom.)

know what is true; it is enough that he has a method that leads to truth. The only question is
whether there is reason to accept the assumption.

'{ think there is good reason to believe the assumption is true - true enough, anywa}', co insure
that when our ~Iiefs are consistent they will in most large matters ~ true. The argument for chis
is long, and I have speUed it out as well as I can elsewhere' (Davidson 1993: IR4-S. referring ro
Davidson 1983 lzood).

18 I mean no disrespect here to the late Hans-Georg Gadamer. who~ subtle take on Plato is beautifully
expounded by Fran~ois Renaud in Renaud 1999: Gadamer himsdf accepts that a Plato who saw the
true implications of his position would no longer be a Platonist ('Platon war kein Plaroniker', cited
by Renaud from Gadamer's G~$amm~/u W"kt' 2.1977: 50R).

19 Briefly: there are things that Socrates will happily claim to be sure about. and even. in unguarded
moments, to know, on the basis of argument: e.g., at the most general level, that knowledge and
excdlence matter more to everyone than anything d~. But underlying his general position is a
sensitivity to the limits of what mere human beings can achieve, which cau~s him typically to
deny that h~ knows what he is talking about.~ while he allows that others, perhaps, may know
(or come to know) more than he docs. Sec especially ~tion la, and chapters I and 8, below.

1.0 Because of his position as a know-nothing, Socrates typically st~~ his own need to be in con~

versation with others. Bur when Plato has others describe him, as in the SympoJium, th~ vividly
describe, among other habits of his, a tendency to s~nd long periods in self-absorbed thought;
and he typically refers to examining him~/f in the same breath as he calks about examining Oth
ers. Stt chapter 3 below; for thinking described explicitly a~ internal dialogue. see. e.g., TJ"a,tnl/r
r89D-f90A.
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3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 'THE ART OF DIALOGUE'

('DIALECTIC') AND THE WRITTEN DIALOGUE FORM

It would be all too easy to slip from the simple proposal that all Platonic
dialogues are 'philosophical' (at least to the degree that they were written by
an author everyone agrees to have been a philosopher) to supposing that all
equally display philosophy in action; and from there, given that the kinds
ofdiscussion we find in different dialogues are different, to supposing that
Plato had different ways of conceiving of philosophy. Sometimes, as in the
Timaeus, dialogue gives way to monologue: by the argument in question,
Plato will on that occasion have given up on dialogue as the proper medium
of philosophy. For the 'sceptical' brand of philosophers, this is likely to be
a perfectly acceptable outcome, since few of them will share any great
commitment to dialogue as such over monologue as a way of conducting
philosophy in the first place,2I and for them it might even be something of
a relief to be able to think ofPlato as giving up on it (as their Plato regularly
gives up on things);22 and for the 'doctrinalists" Plato, too, dialogue may
be equally dispensable - a means to a preliminary cleansing of minds from
misapprehensions, and as a kind of intellectual gymnastics, but hardly the
stuff of real philosophy.23

However, such responses would vastly underestimate the nature and
complexity of written dialogue in its Platonic mode. 24 Above all, we need
to remember the fact that a written dialogue possesses two extra dimen
sions, one ofwhich will always, and the other will usually, be absent from a
real dialogue, i.e. from any live conversation (or indeed one that is merely
recorded in writing): (I) an author, and (2) an audience. It is hardly in
doubt that Plato constructed and wrote his dialogues for an audience (or
audiences), given the earnestness with which his main speakers address their
interlocutors. He had a purpose in writing - he had things he wanted to
say to his audience, ways in which he wanted to affect them. And he was
presumably free to write as he pleased: he could set up the conversation as

11 Especially, perhaps, if the dialogue may be internal; what harm will it do to rcdescribc any serious
internal thought as a kind of questioning? (That, how~r,would be to miss Socrates' point, which
is about the need to ch4/knt~one's own and others' thinking.)

22. A special impatience with dialogue form is evinced by the habit some interpreters ha~ - those
brought up within the analytical tradition - of trying to reducing Socratic argumcnrs to a series of
numbered (and impersonal) propositions.

l~ 'Dia1('Ctic' itself, on this account, ultimately becomes snrercd from conversation and dialogue alto
gether, and becomes a term for wha(~r mcthod willicad to philosophical truth.

~ That is, wharever other writcrs of philosophical dialogues might make or might havc made of the
medium: Ict them be set to one side.
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he liked, where he liked, and between whatever characterslinterlocutors he
liked. If, then, we are fully to understand what is going on/5 and indeed if
we are even to have any chance ofgrasping Plato's underlying argument, we
have no option but to try to come to terms in each case with a whole series
ofdifferent relationships: between author and text (and its argument - both
the philosophical argument, and the 'argument' in the sense of the overall
direction or directions ofthe text); between author and characters/speakers,
especially the main speaker;26 between author and audience; between the
speakers themselves. But this already means that a written dialogue is some
thing considerably more than a piece of philosophy. It is philosophy with
its participants, and their utterances and actions, shaped, directed, set up,
stage-managed by someone for someone else.

I do not mean to deny that it would be perfectly possible to write
philosophical dialogues in which the dialogue and the philosophy (in the
Socratic-Platonic sense, of progressive questioning: see above) were simply
co-extensive. Interlocutor A, a voice perhaps with a name but no neces
sary identity, would state a position, which interlocutor B, another similarly
unspecific voice, then questioned, leading A to restate the original position;
if this imaginary dialogue were more than a few paragraphs long, then B
would again raise problems with the new statement - and so on. This
would be the basic, stripped-down version of Socratic dialectic. 27 But no
actual Platonic dialogue is like this. For a start, A and B28 will be identified
as particular individuals, usually with names, and always \\'ith identifi
able characteristics: A will more often tha~_ not be Socrates, and B will
be a general/9 a rhapsode,~o a sophist,3I a sophist/rhetorician,32 a friend of
Socrates',H a brother of Plato'sH ... And the nature and course of the con
versation that ensues between A and B will always partly be determined by
the choice of the person to play the role of B as much as by the choice of
the person to play the role ofA - which, ifit is Socrates, will ensure that the

2~ I assum~ that w~ may ignore th~ possibility that Plato was a lazy author, who did nor make th~ most
of th~ opportunities availabl~ to him.

26 Plato's dialogues always have a main speaker; this is no doubt itself something to be explained.
(It will rum out to be significant that there is always, within a singl~ dialogue, on~ perspective that
is privileged - by the author - over th~ others.)

P The model is based on a combination of passages from th~ Pha~drus and the R~pub/jrwithSocrates'
actual practice in a range of other dialogues.

18 I h~re for the moment leave out dialogues that lapse into monologue. i.~. wh~re B ceases to play
any audibl~ part: M~n~nus as well as limanls (where th~re is a C and a 0 as ~II as a B).

29 Or g~nerals: sec Uuh~s, where Socrates talks to the generals Laches and Nicias.
iO I refer to Ion in Ion. H Say. Hippias in Hippias MilUJr, Protagoras in ProtalOras ...
n Thrasymachus in R~pubfjr (especially Book I). H Crito in erito. Phaedo in Pha~do.

\oJ Or brothers: Glaucon and Adimantus in R~pub/ir (especially Books II-X).
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conversation is or becomes philosophical,35 since that is his preoccupation,
not to say his obsession. (Conversely, ifA is not Socrates, that will leave the
actual nature of the conversation in principle open: more on this possibility
in a moment.) Socrates will have a different kind of conversation with a
general from the one he will have with a rhapsode, and a different one with
a general or a rhapsode from the one he will have with a friend ofhis, who is
used to his ways. Or, to put it another way, a conversation between Socrates
and Ion, rhapsode, on the nature of the rhapsode's and the poet's 'art', as
in the lon, will not be the same as a conversation between two anonymous
philosophers on the same subject. The conversations on the subject of
justice between the sophist/rhetorician Thrasymachus and Socrates, on the
one hand, in Republic I, and between Socrates and Glaucon and Adimantus,
Plato's brothers, in Republic II-X on the other art actually quite different: at
any rate, one is confrontational in form, the other cooperative. (And even
as he talks to Glaucon and Adimantus, Socrates repeatedly refers to another
sort of conversation that he might have had, using different premisses: see
especially chapter 5 below.) Evidently Plato wanted these differences, since
he put them there, and it must be our business to ask why he did so.

We may presumably begin by dismissing the possibility that the charac
terization (and the dramatic action: that too we must take into account)
in the dialogues is for merely ornamental purposes, just on the grounds
that it is so obtrusive. It is part of that 'weirdness' of Plato's texts that they
force us to try to see whatever point it is that they are making through the
fog of a conversation with this individual, or these individuals, now. I also
propose to dismiss the possibility that Plato is interested in, say, Ion, or
Laches, for Ion's or Laches' sake (if he is writing for us, his readers, or any
of our predecessors, why on earth should he expect them, let alone us, to
be interested in such figures, neither of whom left much else by way of an
imprint on history?). Rather, his interest in them is because of the types
of people they are (a rhapsode and a general), and also because the types
they represent are, at least within the fictional context, real and familiar 
or would have been to the original audience. That is, the lon, the Laches,
and other dialogues show the philosopher in conversation with some of the
sorts of people we, or our ancient counterparts, might encounter; people
who, more importantly, hold (or can be induced to entertain) attitudes or
views that we might encounter, and might even share. To that extent,~6

H That is. it will involve questioning and challenge - and will also be about subjl"(;ts that matter (no(
just the ~ather, or the quality of the wine).

\6 And onlv to that extent: below, I shall enthusiasticaJlv rt'ject the idea that Plato thinks the reader
can ente~ into any meaningful d;aIOf.U~with his texts (or any text).
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the conversations between the interlocutors are also conversations between
the author and the reader - if rather peculiar conversations, given that the
reader's answers are already given for him, by the interlocutor. By the same
token, to the degree that the conversations usually involve Socrates' trying
to unsettle an interlocutor's apparent certainty about something, or intro
ducing him to new points of view, or doing both things together, we may
reasonably suppose it to be Plato's purpose similarly to unsettle the reader. 37

If so, the dialogues will also have a persuasive function, i.e. in addition to
any purely philosophical one; and indeed in such a case the philosophical
will be employed in the service of the persuasive.

The point may be generalized. If 'philosophy', as I propose, for Socrates
and Plato is fundamentally a matter of progress through questioning
towards a presumptive truth, then the persuasive function of written dia
logue - even in the case of the 'Socratic' dialogues - will usually be more
prominent and/or immediate than the philosophical one. l8 It is in prin
ciple possible that Plato's arguments reproduce internal dialogues of his
own, a kind of talking to himself. 39 However some of the dialogues are
dearly not like that - that is, the arguments they contain are not the kind
of arguments Plato (Socrates)40 would have with himself, since they start
from other people's assumptions; and in general there seems just too large
an element of staging - Socrates always seems ahead of his interlocutors,
rather than moving along with them. 41 A dialogue like the Ion is less like a
piece of dialectic than a dialectical clash between two views of poetry and
expertise. In Laches, the element of dialectical progress is more prominent,
and in Charmides and Lysis it is more prominent still, with the consequence
that any sense ofconfrontation between speakers and views is gradually less
ened, and agreement may even be in sight - before, in each of these three

.~ Any reader, that is, who is in a condition analogous ro thac of the inrerlocutor (or who knows
someone who is) .

•l< Some imerpreters plausibly attribute a fundamemally 'protrepti(' funcrion to Plato's writing as II

whole; i.e. they see it as designed (perhaps inur alia) to turn people towards philosophy. But as will
soon emerge. I believe this understares the C4lSe. if 'turning to philosophy' is understood merdy a.c;

questioning ourselves and the way we presently think: what Plato is after is ro change our whole
view of the world and ourselves, in a particular and dererminate way.

\9 See e.g.• Sedley 2003: I (' ..• these ... quesrion~and-lImwersequences can I~itimatdy be read
as Plato thinking aloud). This would take us some way back in the direction of an identification
berween dialogue and di.J1ogue-llJriting; more on this in the following section.

40 On the relationship berween PlatO and (his) Socrates. see the next section.
4' I am aware that these are far from being knock-down arguments. Nor do I mean to rule out Sedley's

option altogether (5« n. 39 above), at least to the extent that Socrares' dialectical exchanges with
his interlocutors will in general ~rve as models of how philosophy is done. I simply find this kind
of explanation of Plato's use of the dialogue form unsatisfal."tory, and not least because there is so
much in the dialogues rhat does not consist of 'question-and-answer sequences'.
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dialogues, the conversation formally ends in aporia, 'perplexity' or' impasse'.
So there is plenty of what will count as philosophical by Socrates'/Plato's
measure, even ifit is a written version ofit (and to that extent inauthentic: it
is Plato's recreation ofprogress that might have been made between Socrates
and some other person, if they had had the occasion to talk together). But
the immediate overall effect on the reader, for all that some interpreters
have suggested otherwise, is likely to be less a sense of engagement in the
argument, which he or she will usually find fairly baffiing, than a sense of
sympathy with one or other of the interlocutors. That, certainly, is how
modern readers tend to feel, many of them taking at once against Socrates;
I hazard that ancient readers felt much the same. (Baffiement, a sense of
someone's being done down, but still also a sense of things being less settled
than they were before?)

When we turn to other, allegedly 'non-Socratic', parts of the corpus, the
proportion of dialectic - that is, of passages that to some degree approach
my imaginary model, sketched above, ofwhat pure philosophical dialogue
might be - to other kinds of matter in most cases drops considerably.
In Phaedo, there are four blocks of argument, carefully marked off from
the rest; in Symposium, a solitary stretch of dialectic between Socrates and
Agathon, Diotima and Socrates; Republic I is on the model of a Channides
or Lysis, but the remaining nine books contain relatively little by way of
genuine exchange; Timaros, as I have said, is virtually a monologue; and
so on. Many, as I have already noted, see all this as a sign that Plato is
moving away from the Socratic way of doing philosophy, i.e. through dia
logue and conversation (despite Theaetetus and Phikbus, both superlatively
dialectical in character; both throwbacks, according to the interpreters in
question). My own view, by contrast, is that what the situation in the
'non-Socratic' (or post-'Socratic') dialogues marks is a change of strategy,
not a change of mind. If Plato writes in a different way, that is because
he has decided to approach his readers - who, in my view, were always
his first preoccupation - by a different route. His aim is always to change
people's perceptions, by variously stimulating and provoking them (us);
even while insisting that philosophy is the key, he by no means always uses
dialectic, or the written counterpart ofdialectic, to achieve that stimulation
and provocation. In fact philosophical dialectic is merely one of his tools.
On occasion, as in the Timaros, he can leave it in his bag entirely (and
indeed, in a later chapter,42 I shall argue that Timaeus, the main speaker in
that dialogue, is not a philosopher-dialectician at all, even if he has a more

4
2 Chapter 10.
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than intelligent grasp of Platonic metaphysics). Or else, as in the Laws, he
can set up a conversation between a philosopher and two non-philosophers
who are specifically identified as incapable ofdialectical exchange (it simply
goes over their heads); a strategy that has immediate consequences for the
level of the conversation. The Athenian visitor to Crete in Laws cannot,
dearly, carry on a discussion with the phiJosophically unformed CJinias and
Megillus of the sort that Socrates, albeit a still youthful one, can conduct,
in the Parmenides, with the great Parmenides of Elea - the one named
phiJosopher other than Socrates for whom Plato seems to have had any
serious time - and his acolyte Zeno.

In short, Platonic written dialogue is not the same as dialectic (philos
ophy).4' But this ought not to come as any great surprise. Socrates in the
Phaedrus cells us roundly thac writing is no more than the bastard step
brother of philosophy, among other things because it cannot answer back.
Ask questions of any written document, and it goes on stolidly saying the
same thing. Socrates obviously cannot be knowingly referring to the very
(written) dialogues in which he participates, since from his point of view
within the dialogue these are oral, bur44 we have no good reason to suppose
that he means to exempt them from his strictures. Plato preferred to write
in dialogue form, and he gives every sign of thinking dialogue the most
valuable form of human activity. However his preference for writing in the
form of dialogue is not because he thought dialogue so valuable as an activ
ity (even ifhe might perhaps originally have started using dialogue form in
imitation of, as a kind of recreation of, the real Socrates' favoured pursuit).
For just as, self-evidently, there are different kinds ofdialogue/conversation
that one can have, most ofthem entirely unphilosophical, so there are many
different kinds of written (Platonic) dialogue. That he employed dialogue
form in different ways, some of them not portraying dialectic in action,
does not in the least tend to indicate that he ever abandoned his view that
living dialogue, based on questioning of oneself or others, on the most
important subjects, was the only available means to intellectual progress.
But that, in turn, need not have deterred him from continuing to place
before us, in one extraordinary way after another, alternative visions of the

4~ And how could it ~? Take the little Mm~xnJuJ: in formal terms still a dialogue. hecauS(' it hcgim
with a short exchange between Socrates and Mcnexenus. but then a monologue - a mock-funeral
speech - offered by Socrates to Menexenus. Then too the monologue itself contains hardly a trace of
anything we - or Plato - might recognize a.." a philosophical argument (~n while it refers implicitly
to ideas that appear in more obviously philosophical/dialectical contexts). At the same time thi!>
lirtle piece contains all the complexities, and raises all the questions (about the intended relationship
of author to audience. and so on), that attach to it.'i larger counterparr~ in the corpus.

44 Pare Mackenzie 19R2 (see chapter II below).
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way we, and the world, are, and from presenting those visions in contrast
to more familiar ones: that I take to be one of the commonest and most
central functions of Platonic writing, from the smallest of its products to
the largest. 45 Even if he thinks that we can only advance through dialectic,
there is nothing incompatible between that and showing us how differently
things might, or will, look, ifonly we could become able to see more clearly.

4 PLATO AND SOCRATES: MANY VOICES?

There is one standing issue in modern Platonic scholarship over which I
may seem to have skated with nonchalance in the preceding section. In the
present post-modernist (or post-post-modernist) age, literary interpreters in
particular have become worried about the practice - enshrined in Platonic
interpretation over two and a half millennia - ofassuming that the Socrates
of the dialogues speaks for Plato. In principle this worry seems entirely
well motivated. The dialogues always contain more than one voice (except
when they change to monologue, and sometimes perhaps even then) ;~6 and
in principle it seems perfectly plausible to suppose that Plato might have
wanted, sometimes (or even often), to side with Socrates' opponent(s) 
or, at least, to see their positions as impeding endorsement ofSocrates'. Or,
again, he might sometimes just have wanted to distance himselffrom the old
man. ('That's just going too far. ') But it is hard to credit that Socrates' voice
is not in gen~ralPlato's: why else would it always - or very nearly always - be
his opponents, rather than Socrates, that are variously defeated, humiliated,
or made to think again? Why, again, would Plato keep bringing Socrates
back on stage, in dialogue after dialogue, in many cases to say what are
often the same sorts of things and support the same sorts of positions, if he
did not view those positions with favour? (I started in section I above with
the diffirences between one dialogue, or group of dialogues, and another;
the constants, despite those differences, should be obvious enough on any
close reading.) In brief: the worry about making Plato's text univocal may
have fine motives, but it is overdone and misplaced. By and large, Socrates
is Plato's portavoce, his mouthpiece.

But here there is a complication. What about those occasions when
Socrates says different things, instead of the same ones? What, for example,
of those apparent inconcinnities between the Republic and the so-called

4i This is not ro say that all dialogues have this function. and certainly not that it is the exclusive
function of all. There are also more specialized dialogues. e.g.. PnrmmitUs. or Thtnnnus, and Plato
is in any case far too sophisticated a writer and a thinker to he tied down by any simple description.

4
6 See chapter 10 below.
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'Socratic' dialogues from which I began in section I? Of course, if these
bother us at all, that will probably be a sign that we have already proposed
to accept that Socrates speaks for Plato. To find him speaking as he does in
the Republic is bothering precisely because, having got used to one kind of
Platonic voice, we are suddenly presented with what looks like a new one.
'Plato has betrayed Socrates,' comes the cry (in the light ofall those appalling
political proposals). and the betrayal will seem all the worse because Plato
keeps Socrates on, to all appearances simply substituting the new voice
for the old one, with the result that he has 'Socrates' endorse ideas that,
allegedly, would have had the real Socrates turning in his grave. Did ever a
pupil treat his teacher worse?·F

I do not propose to enter into what is now an old controversy, about
the relationship between Plato's Socrates (or any of his Socrateses?) and the
historical, Resh-and-blood Socrates, beyond saying that I see no obstacle to
supposing Plato's overall portrait ofSocrates to be faithful to his own vision
of the original one4S - no obstacle, that is, unless it is the attribution to him
ofunpalatable and apparently un-Socratic ideas like the ones in the Republic.
But in this case, as in some others, I believe we need to identify a further
feature of Platonic writing that interpreters in general have either missed
altogether or - more usually - seriously underplayed. Plato's Socrates speaks
for most of the time with his own voice (and Plato's), but he can also 'speak
with the vulgar'. That is, he can. on occasion, adopt the colouring and the
premisses of his interlocutors or opponents, as an argumentative strategy.
'I would prefer not to go that way,' he will say, by implication. 'but if you

r I am here leaving ro one side the further complicHiom ro the 'Socrates 015 mourhpiecc' interpretation
that go along with separating off the 'Socratic' dialogues from others - an approach that I have
rypically associated with thc 'sceptical' brand of interpreters: on t"fir view, of course, there will be
distam.:e berween Plato and Socrates as soon a.Ii he embark.Ii on his post-'Socratic' period (cf. n. 14

above). I leave these complications to one side for the obvious rea.mn that I reject the approach
from which they Aow: my Socrates always, or nearly always, fully understands whatever it is thac
Plaro puts in his mouth - even when we might want ro protest that it is something the Socrates of
che 'Socratic' dialogues, or the real Socrates, will never have thought of (of course, Socrates can'c
know that he's a character in a written dialogue, but that will usually not matter too mu<.:h). That
i~, from Plato's perspective (I claim). any amount of extension, even of modification, of the kinds
of things Plato might once havc got from Socrates he stil1 sees as Socratic - because he sees Socrates,
and himself. as having bought into tI~"'5trm ofiMt15 (representing the way things really are), which
requires exploration rather than construction. Plato doo not see himself, and Socrates, a.Ii purring
together a theory. but rather as investigating the implications of a set of insights that he takes to be
true and fundamenral.

..R A vision that will in fact be very complex, if one accepts the subst.mce of the preceding nore:
'Socrat~' will not be co-extensive simply with what that particular historical person actually said
and did, but will include what('Ver can legitimately be identified a.~ belonging to that truthful picture
of things that he - the historical person - had begun to sketch, For the implications of this approach
in relation to Platonic metaphysics (,Forms'), see section JO below.
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insist, I will; and even so I shall give you good reason for coming over to my
side.' Every reader accepts that there is an element of this in Books II-X of
the Republic, where Socrates undertakes to show that justice 'pays' even if
the just man receives none ofthe rewards ofbeing just and all ofthe penalties
that accrue to someone who has been found guilty of the worst injustices.
What is not so usually noticed, or at least given sufficient emphasis, is that
the whole political structure of 'Callipolis', the beautiful or 'ideal' city, is
designed to cure a city that is already 'fevered' and unideal;49 and that even
the analysis of the four excellences or virtues (aretal) in Book IV, which
derives from the construction of Callipolis, depends on the evidence of the
behaviour of souls that are internally conflicted and thus themselves out of
sorts. As I shall argue in detail in chapter 5, the net outcome is that there is
a question-mark over the level of Socrates' (and Plato's) commitment to 
or, perhaps better, enthusiasm for - the political and psychological analyses
conducted in Republic IV: there is more than enough in those analyses that
Socrates can accept to allow the overall argument to follo\v through, but
the argument is itself shaped as much by the interlocutors' assumptions
and starting-points as by his own. Left to himself, as I shall claim Socrates
makes quite clear, he would have rather different things to say about the
best kind of city, and the best state of the soul, just as he would argue
differently'iO for the claim that justice 'pays'.

This is, however, already to anticipate a set of claims that need to be
established in detail if they are to be introduced at all. At this early stage
of my argument, my concern is still no more than to indicate the main
interpretative strategies that I shall be deploying in the following chapters;
and in that spirit I shall simply assert, for no\\', that I take it to be one of the
key features of Plato's use ofSocrates that he not infrequently does have him
argue from premisses other than his o\vn. Ho\vever - and this is a crucial
corollary, without which 'Socrates' might be in danger of being reduced to
one of the 'eristics''i ' that he likes to criticize - when Socrates does argue
frorn others' premisses, Plato is ahvays careful to avoid having him commit
himself to anything that he would not accept on his own account. Thus
~rthe best city had to address itself to the curing of internal 'fever', then

·1" Tht.' poliril,:al arrangemenrs skcr(hed in Boob II-IV ~ln: '~ood', even \:orre((' (v. 449AI-:'.); \'1.

4<J7H-l) (ome~ dose ro sdying fhar rhe (ollSrirufion of C.ll1ipoli~ is 'oesr', hur in rl1t: sequel ir i~ rht:
issue of irs possioility, and sustainahility, rhar lom~~ ro dorninarc rhe discussion.

I:' And in fad has, already lin R~puMic I). None of fhi .. is inrended ro den~' fheH fhe main poliriGll
JiJgnosi~ of rhe R~puhli(. and irs presaipriom, .He seriollsly meanr; rhe qm'srion i~ jusr annur wht'r<:
rhe argument should start (rom. See furrher (harrer ~.

\I 'Frisfics'. in hrief, are rhos~ who argue merely in order ro win. wirhour an~' regard ro rht' rrurh: sroU
examples are Furhydemus and his nrnrher [)ion~·S(H.iorllS in rht' r"tI'!,dnllll i .
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it would look something like Callipolis; ifwe observe conflicted souls in
action, then an account ofthe virtues or excellences will need to presuppose
a divided soul- and so on. (These, it has to be said, are the easy cases; there
will be others where one has to work rather hard to exempt Plato's Socrates
from the charge of mere eristic opportunism. But see further in section 6
below.)

So there are, I claim, times when Plato's Socrates merely appears to be
speaking with a different voice, and when actually, on closer analysis, he has
simply borrowed it for the occasion. However there are also times when he
seems genuinely to change his tune, as, most importantly, when he allows
that the soul may come to be in such a condition that it is apparently
dragged about, and the behaviour of its possessor - the agent - changed,
by irrational desires working in conflict with the agent's own reasoning.
This is in marked contrast to what is proposed in some dialogues, mainly
but not exclusively the ones labelled 'Socratic', and provides what I take
to be the only plausible grounds for a distinction - which I nevertheless
still propose generally to reject - between the 'Socratic' and the ~Platonic'

in Plato. In the 'Socratic' dialogues, and indeed even in the Symposium,
one of the traditional immediately post-'Socratic' or 'middle' dialogues,
our desires are all, and always, for what is really good for us, so that they
cannot in fact conflict, despite appearances to the contrary; what causes us
to go wrong - and that means everybody - is our beliefs, i.e. about what
is good for us. This extraordinary set of claims is, or so it seems, and has
been thought, very deliberately rejected, by Socrates himself, in Republic
IV, in the course of his argument for the tripartition of the soul (based
on the very capacity of our desires to conflict). Plato seems to want to
justify this move on Socrates' part through a qualification to tripartition,
introduced in Book x, that it does not apply to soul in its essence, only as
we observe it in the hurly-burly of life; but it looks nonetheless as if the
move is a significant one. For one thing, it means that Socrates will in fact
have to take seriously the case of the 'fevered' city (insofar as the 'fever'
results from internal conflict in individual souls), and so - it seems - the
political structure that is proposed for controlling it. And yet there still are
ways in which Plato's conception of the soul and of desire, and his theory
ofaction, remain thoroughly indebted to the model apparently abandoned
in Republic IV. (Indeed I shall argue that Plato thinks he can preserve that
model, despite all appearances to the contrary.) Here is a set of issues that
will keep on recurring in the following chapters - and necessarily so, given
that one of my main claims, as already announced, is precisely that Plato
remains throughout essentially a Socratic. The idea of the soul as unitary
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and unconRicted is one of the very marks of the Socratic; if Plato simply
decided to set it to one side, that might well be thought enough to put
Plato's Socratic credentials in serious jeopardy.

However what I shall claim, and hope to establish, is not only that Plato
sees himself, throughout, as a genuine follower of Socrates, but that this
view of himself is justified. The usual - 'sceptical' - view is that he both
leaves Socrates behind (at some point after the 'Socratic' dialogues) and
understands himself as doing so. Thus, according to this more usual kind
of approach, there will be a fundamental difference between the earlier
Socrates (the Socrates of the 'Socratic' dialogues) and the later one (in
the Republic and elsewhere); in a more sophisticated version of the same
approach, Socrates will be found, in the post-'Socratic' dialogues, saying
things whose full import he - unlike the intelligent reader - does not fully
understand. 52 My own alternative approach will propose to do entirely
without this kind ofdistancing between Plato and Socrates. Plato is Socrates,
except, unavoidably, to the extent that Plato as author is also Socrates'
creator and manipulator (manipulating him, that is, in a series of moves
that he claims ultimately, and, I claim, reasonably, to have derived from
him). Indeed Plato is Socrates even when he has the latter cede his place as
main speaker to someone else. In the Timaeus, Timaeus' reservations about
the status of central aspects of his account of the cosmos are Plato's - and
also Socrates'. 53 The young Socrates whose ideas about forms54 are criticized
by the great Parmenides in the Parmenides is meant to be read, not just as an
imagined, or possible,55 immature Plato, but also as Socrates: the two march
together. And the magisterial demonstrations of the method of 'collection
and division' by Parmenides' fellow Eleatic in the Sophist and Politicus are
as little in Plato's style as they are Socrates'.56 Similarly with the Laws, the

)2 S« esp«ially Sedley 2004 on the Tht'annus, treated as Plaro's acknowledgement of his debt to
Socrates (his 'midwife'), It is not clear to me how this general approach will handle what I have been
treating as the central problem case, that of the &publie, where it seems that 'Socrates' can scarcely
be unaware of the distinctly un-Socratic nature of largt' parts of what Plato puts in his mouth.
However for Sedley it is the mt'taphysiral aspect of the Rt'puhlic that particularly takes this dialogue
beyond Socrates: and it is at least true that Socrates embarks on the main metaphysical section of
the dialogue only with the greatest show of reluctance. (Yet: in the Pamunitk5 a younger version of
the same Socrates is to be found defending 'Platonic' metaphysics.)

H Compare (or: I shall compare) Socrates' claim in the Apology and elsewhere not to have concerned
himself with inquiring into the physical world.

q On Platonic 'forms' see initially section 10 below.
H That is, insofar as the ideas criticiud are ideas that Plato might have had, or ideas that someone

might have had about Plato's ideas.
)(, This is not of course to deny that Parmenides in Parmt'nitks, and his alln't'f,O, the Visitor from Elea

(Parmenides' home city) in Sophist and Politicus, are also Plato, to the extent that their st2ning
points are entirely ones that Plato would himself warmly endorse. Indeed they ponray the very
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only dialogue among them all in which Socrates is neither present nor even
mentioned. The main speaker - a visitor to Crete from Athens - delivers
himself on the subject of legislation and associated matters as Socrates did
in the Republic, but without any of his hesitation and indeed almost with a
show ofauthority, at least in relation to his two interlocutors (one ofwhom
actually connects him directly with Athena, goddess of wisdom: 626D). In
short, my thesis is that Plato is to be thought of as presenting himself as
well as Socrates as a know-nothing. F

THE SOCRATES OF THE (SOCRATIC' DIALOGUES, EVEN

WHILE CLAIMING TO KNO~T NOTHING, POSSESSES

A SUBSTANTIVE PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION AND

A DISTINCTIVE SET OF PHILOSOPHICAL

STARTING-POINTS

What underpins this claim of mine about the identity between Plato and
Socrates is a particular view of the so-called 'Socratic' dialogues (and so
more generally of this person Socrates with whom I am claiming Plato
identifies himself). A proper and fuller demonstration of the usefulness of
this view of 'Socrates' will need to wait until the main part of this book,
but the essential points may be stated here. I have already given a rough
indication ofhow the 'scepticar and the (doctrinal' interpreters respectively
tend to see the dialogues in question (the (Socratic' ones): in the one case,
as (more or less) open-ended exploratio~s, and in the other as a kind

essence of the Platonic philosopher - but with the cruei.ll exception of their mtlgilt~ri(dstanl.:c. Plato
in rhese ases imagines whar ir would be like for rhe philosopher to P(ls.~ss ,H least something of
that aurhoriry which his Socrates. and (implicirly) he himself. go on disa\·()wing. (Thcs(' will h<:
the koruphaioi, the 'leaders' in philosophy. that StKrates ret~rs to in the T"rl1~trt1l\ 'digression': sel'
chapter 7 ht-low,) Examples: at PhlUdruJ 2668 Socrates says he would follow someone with experrisc
in the merhod of 'colleaion and division' 'as if in the foorsteps of a g()(f: and just slh.:h an expert
appears, in the shape of the Eleatic Visitor, in SophiJt and Politiru.\. to he gr~ted hy S<xr.ues as 'somt:
kind of god' (Sophist 216AS. with reference to Homer). Parmenides himself. in his poem. claimed
direct inspirarion from above: his aurhoriry. for rhe purrosc~of the fiction. is already given. Rut any
authority that even he has will turn our to he flawed. Again see chaprer 7 below.

~- For a long time 1 had thought of the Athenian visitor in the l.aUls as a thinly disguised Plato.
hecause of a remark he makes at the very end about his qualifiGltions as a legislator ('I've had a 1m
of experience in rdation to such things, and thought abour them a lor'; Xli. 968R8-<J): Malcolm
Schofield disabused me of the idea. pointing Out that in terms of tone the Athenian is a~-tu;.lll~·

much more like the Visitor from Elea in Sophist and Polit;cus. The kinds of things he says are not so
differenr from - and in many respeers need ro he read in the contexr of - what Socrates has co say
300ut poliries and political arrangements in the R~puhlj(. hut unlike Socrates he appears to have few
doubts about his firness for saying them. At the same time he does not claim anything approaching
infallihility: he envisages the laws he and his two interlocutors are purring rogerher for the new city
of Magnesia as still capahle of improvement:.
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of preparatory exercise, to rid us of false views, or of a false pretence to
knowledge. I propose that both of these sorts of readings, while containing
elements of the truth, are ultimately mistaken. s8 There is little or nothing
that is genuinely open-ended about the 'Socratic' dialogues, and little that
is genuinely exploratory eitherS9 - or at least from the standpoint of the
author and his chief character. It is not just that Plato and Socrates are
both ahead of the interlocutor; that is, it is not just a matter of contro1.60

The essential point is rather that Plato's Socrates always has II positive) and
substantive, agenda. 61 He addresses his interlocutors from a particular, and
philosophically formed, point of view - one which will almost always be
fundamentally different from theirs, and to which it is evidently his purpose
to try to bring them over; just as, I presume, it is Plato's purpose to try to
bring his readers, us, over (except, of course, to whatever extent we may
already be with him). This is clearly essential to my thesis: on any account
Plato had a 'substantive agenda' (however that may be specified); ifSocrates
had none, it would be nonsensical to suggest that Plato identified with him
as completely as I wish to claim.

The 'doctrinal' sort ofinterpreters will have no problems with the sugges
tion that Socrates - for the moment, the Socrates ofthe 'Socratic' dialogues
had a substantive agenda; after all, their Socrates is permanently in full
possession of the same truths all along, to which Republic and other post
'Socratic' dialogues give us whatever access we may be allowc::d. That of
course is not at all the sort of agenda that I have in mind. However the fact
that the 'doctrinalisrs' can claim that their favoured agenda is there at all,
under the surface, begins to indicate the size of the problem that my own
claim has apparently to face. To all appearances, the Socrates of dialogues

is The se~ond reading might appear to re~eive direct support from a passage like Sop/JiJl 2_~OB-D; but
that passage itselfgives only a one-sided picture of the dialeeticdl process - one that concentrates on
the preparatory and the negative, and leaves out the possibility of progress berond 'cleansing' from
false bdiefs (because of an immediate contrast with sophistical refutations).

i9 This is not to deny that there is an element of exploration, and an important one, in the Platonic
dialogues as a whole (see especially chapter 8, pp. 237-8 below). My point here is strictly about
the 'Socratic' dialogues, which are often thought to be quintessentially exploratory: that. I claim.
is an illusion - except to the extent that we may be able to think away the actual results of the
conversation, and the actual signs of the author's intentions in terms of substantive content. See
below.

(,0 Plato, of course, can always see where the argument will go, since he is making it go there; at least
fictionally Socrates will have rather less control, since he won't know quite how the interlocutor
will behave. This is where the 'sceptical' reading will acquire some purchase on things. as it will in
a more general way to the extent that Socrates' exchanges with his interlocutors illustrate what a
philosophical conversation look.~ like.

N An agenda, that is. whi<.:h is still compatible wirh Socrates' (and Plato's) position as know-nothing.
The conditions Plato ultimately sets on the possession of knowledge, i.e. full knowledge or wisdom
about the things that maner, clre very high indeed (see chapter '7 below).
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like Euthyphro and Laches (which one might think ofas archetypal \Socratic'
dialogues) really does seem to have very few positive ideas to push. Leave
aside the claims of the \doctrinalists' about a hidden agenda, and the field
at once appears to belong to the \sceptics'. First, there is that repeated claim
of Socrates' that he knows nothing. If he knows nothing, then surely that
ought to imply that he has nothing much to bring his interlocutors over to,
apart perhaps from a few earnestly held beliefs. Those he surely has in any
case - about the importance of philosophy, and of virtue. Beyond general
claims of that kind, or so interpreters of a \sceptical' ilk will urge, he really
ought to be committed to exploring things with us, not trying to sell us
any goods whose value, as a know-nothing, he is in no position to vouch
for. Secondly, the \sceptics' will ask, ifSocrates has a positive philosophical
agenda to put forward in these dialogues, why is it that so many of them
end in impasse (aporia, a state in which one does not know what do next,
\vhere to go next)? Again, doesn't Socrates typically put his questions in an
open-ended way - \what is courage/piery/justice/beauty?'?

Part of what underlies such objections is an often unspoken assumption
among such interpreters that by and large Plato will observe what we think
of as philosophical propriety, and not smuggle in substantive premisses
that have not been acknowledged by both interlocutors. It might be fair
enough - they will quietly suppose - to use short-cuts on occasion, but it
would be nothing short of a professional foul (to use a different metaphor,
this rime a foorballing one) on Plato's part t,9 have Socrates rely on assump
tions to which we, and the interlocutor(s), have not been given access.
So, the argument will run, what you see is what you get; Socrates has no
substantive philosophical agenda, and my claim must be false.

I begin with this last and in many ways most important objection, based
on what might be called the rules of the game. My first response is to repeat
a point I made above: written dialogue (in Plato's case) is not the same thing
as, and does not follow the rules of, ordinary live philosophical dialectic. Of
course in any ideal philosophical conversation both parties would have to
put everything on the table in order to make any genuine advance together.
But as author and controller of written dialogue, Plato has a freer hand,
and his focus is - I suppose - on our, the readers', improvement, rather
than that of Socrates' interlocutor. My proposal is that, in the ~Socra{ic'

dialogues, Plato has Socrates examine his interlocutors' views (or those they
can be induced to take on and defend) against the backdrop of his own
rival views, which may not surface fully and explicitly but which will turn
out nevertheless - ifand when we have recognized them for what they are 
to have had an influence on the course of the argument and its outcomes,
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and indeed on the very choice of subject for the conversation in the first
place. 62 This strategy is intelligible, if - as I suppose - (a) Plato tends to
think Socrates' starting-points true,6 3 and (b) he is aware ofhow unfamiliar,
if not plain implausible, they will seem to most people (a point to which
I shall return shortly). So unfamiliar, in fact, as to make any conversation
impossible, except perhaps about the implausibility ofSocrates' positions
when Plato's real focus, and target, is actually the positions Socrates is
attacking.

As to how we recognize what Socrates' starting-points are, my answer is
that we shall need - and are intended - to read across from one dialogue
to another: from dialogues that are relatively explicit about Socrates' own
philosophical perspective, especially Lysis, Charmides, Euthydemus, Gorgias,
to others that are less explicit, like /011, Laches, Euthyphro.64 Like others, I
believe that we must always begin by trying to understand a dialogue by
itself, since almost all of them are presented, fictionally and dramatically,
as being or including self-standing conversations. But it is an essential part
of the kind of interpretation that I am proposing, and will argue for in
the following chapters, that ultimately the full import of any dialogue will
not be capable of being grasped without cross-reference to others. This is
much more than the general, and plausible, claim that we should be able
to deepen our understanding of any philosopher's position by reading his
or her works in their totality. My claim is rather that Plato sets things up
in such a way that we have to read across from one dialogue to another:
not just because he wants us to put things together for ourselves, although
he will hardly have been averse to such an outcome, but because it is a
condition of getting conversations started in the first place - given \vhere
he is starting from - that everything is not laid on the interlocutor, and the
reader, at once. 6~

(,: Thu~ thl' H.'.ISOIl why so I1lJIl~' 'Souatic' dialogues. as well .IS the T/1f'tlftt'ttI.l. starr from the question
'what is .. .?' is nor just that Souates ha~ an ohsession "1th finding definitions (though he. and
Plato. m.l~· very well have had that anyv...a~·), It is also. and espel.:ially, heGllIse he has a particular
view of tht· defillit'lIdum that he wishes to advocate in place of the one(s) sponsored hy Souates'
inrerloc lIfors.

('; And so real .it'lrtill.(-poinrs. I shall attempt to sketch these in the next section.
C'-4 It is undouhtedl~· part of Plaro's purpose to make us put things together for ourselves: we have to

work hard even when things are done more directly. However this is not the main rea.~on why hl'
works in such a piecemeal way. That i!oi. again (see preceding paragraph L something that is forn'd
on him in any case if he is ro get conversations otT the ground at all.

C" It will now be dear how important ir is to my case to idenrit~v what] ccllled the 'persuasive' function
of PIJro's writing - and also irs amhitions in terms of ,mdicm:e. He could have written rrearises. to

he read h~' specialists; instead he wrires dialogues, mosr of whidl look safe enough for anyone to

emer (hut whi\:h then tend ro hite ha(kL
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If modern interpreters, particularly those of an analytical bent, have
tended to downplay the contribution to the ISocratic' dialogues of a dis
tinctive, and substantive, Socratic position,66 that is partly because - in
my view - that position has been widely misinterpreted, and then written
off as naive, merely optimistic, or otherwise inadequate and limited, and
partly also because of a tendency to approach the ISocratic' dialogues first
and foremost in terms of their outward and formal characteristics. Thus
these dialogues are described as laporetic'; they are typically Idialogues of
definition'; and they are also typically Ielenctic', consisting essentially in the
refutation by Socrates of his interlocutors. The first two of these descrip
tions67 are the source of the second and third of those imagined objections
to my claim that, in the ISocratic' dialogues, Plato's Socrates already pos
sesses a positive and systematic philosophical agenda. Why, if that is so, does
Plato then set things up in so apparently open-ended a way Cwhat is x?'),
and why have the discussion so often end in aporia? To the first question,
the reply is that Socrates never asks the question Iwhat is x?' without already
knowing what he thinks the answer should be: 68 if x is any of the virtues,
that answer will always be the same - Iknowledge of good and bad' (that
is, good for the agent, bad for the agent: see further section 6 below). The
conversation will be presented, to the interlocutor, as an exploration, but
in fact it will explore little except the weaknesses of whatever it is Socrates'
interlocutor comes up with, or whatever Socrates comes up with for him.
There is never any genuine chance that t.be discussion will be allowed to
end anywhere except where Socrates intends; not just because of Plato's
foreknowledge as author, but because the author is colluding with his main
speaker and allowing him to operate within the bounds of a particular,
and predetermined, set of ideas. And equally, there are no genuine cases
of impasse, or aporia: Socrates, that is, is never genuinely at a loss, or at a
loss in the way he suggests. 69 The impasse - I propose - is always apparent

(,(, Thus e.g., for Sedley (2004: 9) the Soaates of the 'Socrati(' dialogues is 'an open-minded criti( and
enquirer', al~it one who at the same time 'detendlsl suhstantive moral theses of his own' (p. J)'

and who possesses a considerahle list of 'skills and insights' (listed at Sedley 2004: H-~) - at leel'\(
according to Plato's account of the matter. (Sedley is here reconstructing Plato's view of Soaatt.~·

'principles of midwifery' from the: rh~,uutuJ - 'hut if it is Plato"s retrospective interpretation of hi ..
own portrayal of Socrates, it deserves to be tre-dted with the utmost respect', H.) My own list of
the insights of Plato's Soaates will, naturally, be rather more 'considerahle', even in relation to the
'Soaatic' dialogues.

(,- I have alreadv criticized the third: see text to n. J6 above, 6ll See alreadv n. 62 above.
6<) The qualific;tion is necessary, and important, because there may well be ot";'" ways in which Socrate..

and his author might he in aporia. They know the: way out of the impilHf as stated, as the interlocutor
doesn'r; hur as know-norhings rhey won'r claim ro have any complere and final answers availahle.
See helow.
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only) deriving from the shortcomings of the interlocutor or of the direc
tion of the argument, or both; reconfigure the argument and/or change the
interlocutor or the way he thinks, and impasse can be avoided.

Why does Plato write in this way? I have already indicated my answer.
It is not because he enjoys putting on a kind of intellectual striptease,7° or
even, again, because he wants us to do the work (although he does want
that). It is rather because he knows he has a lot of work to do. The truth
cannot be given us on a plate, directly: that is one of the main points of
the critique ofwriting in the Phaedrus. We have to see things for ourselves.
But this is more than just a sound educational principle: seeing the way
things are involves, as it may be, having to give up the way we currently see
them. A long process of persuasion is involved, ofgentle, perhaps - within
the 4Socratic' dialogues themselves - progressive, exposure, combined with
questioning of our own (Socrates' interlocutors') ideas. (The idea of these
dialogues as 'cleansing', then, gives only one half of the picture: Socrates is
already putting forward the ideas he wants to replace the ones he is cleaning
out.)

That is one, strategic, reason why Plato is always so careful to avoid
representing Socrates as the expert, namely because it isn't just a matter
of passing things over, rather of getting people to see. But there is a more
fundamental reason for Socrates' stance, which simultaneously makes it
more than a mere stance. The set of ideas, truths, that Plato and his Socrates
want to persuade us to accept is no more than a beginning; it provides us
with a framework for thinking, and for acting, without actually telling us
what we should do here and now. What we need, we are told, is a certain
kind of knowledge, a certain expertise or science; but Socrates himselfdoes
not have it, even ifhe has some considerable insights into its subject-matter.

6 WHAT IS THIS 'SUBSTANTIVE PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION

OF SOCRATES', AND WHAT ARE THESE 4DISTINCTIVE

PHILOSOPHICAL STARTING-POINTS'?

I have already briefly referred (in section 4 above) to one essential part of
what I claim to be the Socratic position. This is his idea that we human
beings always, and only, desire what is truly good for us. We cannot, psy
chologically, desire what is actually bad for us; it is desire for our good
that drives us in everything - desire for our real good, that is, not merely
what appears good. Excellence or virtue is a good thing; if so, then it too

-" I owe rhis phrasing immediarely (() Simon Bla(kburn.
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must be a matter of what is good and bad for us. (So, virtue, excellence,
is knowledge - of good and bad; and all virtue71 is one.) If something we
think we desire turns out not to be a good thing, then we don't desire it.
So, if we go after something that is in fact bad, and desire for good is what
always drives us, it must be our understanding, our beliefs, that are at fault;
we don't properly understand what is good and bad for us. In other words,
we only go wrong through ignorance. No one goes wrong willingly (how
could they?).

What we have here is a strict brand of psychological egoism.72 But the
connection with the virtues (which will include justice and courage) already
suggests that this is a rather special brand of egoism, one that allows in the
kinds of behaviour which on other accounts will be 'for the sake of others'.
Even love and friendship, Socrates thinks, will be traceable back to our desire
for our own good. Our love for our children, our husbands or wives, our
teachers: all are ultimately explicable in terms of that same desire, insofar
as - it seems - our children, our spouses, our teachers are all bound up
with our own good, or happiness. He will be not the slightest bit disturbed
by the accusation that this reduces others to mere instrumental means to
our own well-being, not least because he refuses to separate means from
end: if we desire an end, then we will also desire the means to it, insofar as
we cannot have the one without the other. Granted, that entails that the
desire for the means (our children, our wife, as it may be) will be derivative
from, conditional on, our desire for our good (our happiness), but then is
it so bad for them to be loved by us because they make us happy - that
is, because they and their happiness form part of our real good, and on
condition that our loving them will involve our doing everything we can
to promote their real good?73

To many, of course, the answer will still be yes (it will be ·so bad'). Add
to that the suggestion, incredible to most moderns, that we never go wrong
because of our desires - or, to put it in a more familiar form, that there is
no such thing as 'lack of self-control' (because what we call that is actually
a matter of intellectual error) - and one begins to see just how far out on a
limb Socrates really is. Nor is that the end of it: just as he thinks that our
desire is aligned with things that we may never even have had in our minds,

:'J I should prefer to u~ 'acellence' exclusively for the Greek term art'lr, in preference to 'virtue"; in
this kind of context, however, 'virtue' is roo deeply embedded to he easily dispensed with.

"'! Absent from Plato generally, I shall claim, is any kind of moralgood: see especially chapters I, 4 and
9 below.

:'i The preceding sentences on desire and love represent the briefest of summaries of some of what I
claim is to be derived, whether directly or indirectly, from the l:'Ysis. See below.
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so he also proposes that when we go wrong intellectually, what we really
wanted to get hold ofwas what we actually missed. So what we wanted to
be thinking about was, again, something that we never even thought of.
But that follows from the claim about desire: if we wanted some particular
action other than the action we did (because the first would in fact have
been best, while the second turned out to be bad for us), then we wanted
that other action to appear best to us, even if it in fact never entered our
heads that it was even an option.74

How then are we to achieve that real good that we want? Socrates thinks
we need a special kind of expertise: expertise about the good, which will
enable us to distinguish it from the bad, and from what is neither good
nor bad - a large category, which turns out to include a high proportion
of the very things that people normally think of as good (not just money,
power, and other obvious things like that, but even health itself: according
to Socrates, there will be occasions on which we shall be better offdead, and
terminal illness or a fatal accident will be a blessing). Talk of this expertise,
or 'art', or 'science' (ttchnt) , is ubiquitous in the 'Socratic' dialogues. It
is, he proposes, an art or science that is in all respects but one like others.
Like them it will have its own subject-matter (the good, taken universally,
which will then need to be applied to particular cases), its own separate
aim, its own separate procedures. The one difference, and it is a crucial one,
between this art or science and other arts and sciences is that while they can
be misused by those who choose to practise them, the art and science of
the good cannot be so misused. For no one acts contrary to what he believes
or knows is his own good. In addition Socrates holds that it will never be
the part ofa good man - someone who possesses the art and science of the
good - to harm anyone else.

These, I propose, are Socrates' starting-points in - what others call 
the 'Socratic' dialogues,75 together with one further work that is generally
treated as post-'Socratic': the Symposium;76 and, strikingly, the first book of

74 To be dear: this is not some sub-conscious, or mysteriously 'sccond-order', desire: it is just that what
we all of us want on any occasion is not what ap~rs good for us, but what is really good. Sec under
'Principle of Real Reference' in the index to Penner and Rowe 200S, and, for the handiest passage
in Plato, &pub/ic VI, 5050.

:"~ For the purposes ofthe argument, the 'Socratic' dialogues will be a baker's dozen: Apology (not strictly
a dialogue, but no matter), Charmitbs, Cnto, Eutlrytkmus, Euthyphro. Gorgias, Ilippias Minor. [011,

Lacht'S, Lysis, Mrno, Mrn~"us, Prouzxoras. (If some wish to quibble about the list, introducing
sub-eatcgories. or giving one or other item a later date. I shall not mind: all, I claim, dearly buy in 
arc ~t explained as buying in - to the sct of ideas described in the preceding paragraphs.)

76 For the Symposium as containing the same theory of action as its c10sc rdation, the Lysis, see Rowe
2006b.
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that (allegedly) quintessentially post-4Socratic' dialogue, the Republic.77 The
connected set of ideas described is the one that I claim (a) is demonstrably
required for the interpretation of one of that list of 'Socratic' dialogues, the
Lysis, and (b) provides the best means to the understanding of the rest.78 As
evidence for (a) I offer Penner and Rowe 2005, a painstaking investigation
of the Lysis which it would be superfluous to reproduce, even in miniature,
here, but whose outcomes:9 appear to me secure until a rival and equally
detailed interpretation of that tiny piece - a mere ten thousand or so words
in English translation - becomes available. Plato and the Art ofPhilosophical
Writing is to that extent, as it was always intended to be, a sequel to Penner
and Rowe 2005.80 As for claim (b), I shall leave that to establish itself in the
course of the following chapters.8I The evidence offered along the way will
be far short of complete. However the chief aim of the book is to propose,
and argue for, a way of understanding Plato, not to try to achieve closure
in the discussion ofan author whom my own account will represent as one
of the most elusive.

7 THE REVOLUTIONARY NATURE OF THIS PERSPECTIVE,

AND THE CONSEQUENCES FOR PLATO'S

STRATEGIES AS A WRITER
X2

If what I have just sketchily described accurately portrays at least a part
of what Socrates wanted to say, one thing-will be perfectly clear: Socrates'

-- I provide evidence tor this claim in chapter s below. with Appendix.
-I( In fad many of its central aspects are not particularly controversial; at any rate there arc other~ who.

if asked to (orne up with a thumhnJil sketch of 'Socrates" ideas, would product' something not
unlike rhe ahove. See e.g.. Taylor 2000: 62-,.

-,) Only roughly. and incompletely. outlined ahove; my aim at this poim is merely to provide a sketch.
(0 be filled out in rhe (ourse of dired em:oumers with Pla[O's text in later chapters.

llc Others may he. and evidently ofren are. coment with a looser, more impressionistic kind of reading
of Plato than the one offered in that volume (or else unconnected. painstaking analysis of individual
dialogues in isolation from others). I. in common with Penner. insist that Plato's Sot'rates is a highly
sophisticated philosopher who always think$ in a comucud way. and that it is our husiness a.~ readers
and interpreters to dig out the connections. There is more to him than the scary hut evidently henign
fellow with a few paradoxes and a gift for exposing ignorance that some readings of the 'Socratic'
dialogues make him. (Would Plato spend thirU~'1 dialogues. half of the total. recommending such
a person. before hranching our on his own - as some suppose? Maybe.)

!«l See especially chapters 1-5, and chapter ').
~l To sum up the hroad contrast between my interpretation and that of the 'sceptics': a rypical'scepticar

view of the 'Socratic' dialogues is rhar they represent work in progress. They are a direct reRection
of Plato's thinking in his 'Socratic' period. perhaps genuinely Socratic in shape. exploratory. unsys
tematic. raising questions rather than providing answers; it is left to the mature Plato to complete
the Socratic project. ifonly h~' radically transforming it. On the account I am proposing. the think
ing behind the 'Socrati(' dialogues is already connected. constituting a cohe~nt nexus of idea.4i if
not a system; what then comes after and is labelled 'Platonism' if that nexus of ideas. hur further
articul~ted, tweaked. expanded.
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position is, from a modern point ofview, distinctly peculiar. No wonder, one
might say, that interpreters - the 'sceptical' sort - have wanted to see Plato
leaving Socrates behind. (As a matter offact not many ofthem have seen just
how peculiar Socrates really was.x~ But the point still holds.) And it would
have been just as peculiar from a fourth-century Athenian perspective, for
many of the same reasons. Technical philosophical objections will not have
concerned most ofSocrates' or Plato's contemporaries overmuch, but what
Socrates had to say about goods, about virtue, and about desire would
probably have seemed as odd to them as it does to most of us. If they could
conceivably be talked into entertaining the notion that money, reputation
or power were not goods in themselves, they would surely have baulked at
the notion that health, or life, were not. Again, they would probably have
been resistant to, or at least baffled by, the proposal to reduce the virtues to
a kind of knowledge ofgood and bad. (The noble and the admirable - the
closest the Greek context comes to our category of the 'moral' good - play
a large role in political, rhetorical and social contexts. 84 ) And they would
surely have greeted Socrates' denial of the possibility ofwhat we have come
to call 'weakness of will', akrasia (loss of self-control, acting contrary to
reason under the influence of passion), with sheer incredulity.

But in the 'Socratic' dialogues - or more generally in what I take to be
the pre-Republic dialogues (a formulation I shall now generally prefer, and
will shortly justify) - this is, for all we can tell, Plato's own position; for,
in these dialogues, he is alternately stating, arguing for, and so, apparently.
advocating it. Quite where we find Plato at the end of his career, and
how much of the Socratic agenda by then still genuinely remains intact,s)
will be one of the central questions that will be addressed in successive
parts of the present book. But I have already86 given notice of the general
conclusion for which I shall argue, namely that Plato always 'remained
essentially a Socratic'S;- which means, among other things, that he remains
at least as far removed as Socrates ever did fron1 ordinary perceptions and
perspectives.

Understanding that distance between Plato and his intended audience,
and between Plato and ourselves, is an essential part of understanding
how to read his dialogues. Interpreters have on the whole either ignored
or underestimated this aspect of Plato, preferring to try to treat Platonic

Sl That is, oCGmse so many fail to see him as ha\'in~ any son of theory. just a tcw paradoxC's ... For
those who do se~ SoaatC's as having a rheor~" the theory in question ma~' al..:tllall~' he even more
pcnlliar rh.m the one I have atrriourc:d to him: tor limited rdcren("es. see ("hdpter 4, n. 2) helo\\'.

l\ I See ("hapter 4 below, on (he c;()rgim, esp. section 2 (().

1\\ Not to exclude the question of what Plaro adds to that agenda: nor just ,1 l;lr~c politiG11 dement.
. Out (for C'xample) a large-Kale ;l("COlllH of rhe physical world.

!o:(, Set' sl'nion .4 Jho\'c. s- Thic; i.\, again, fJr from heing rhe ordinJr~· "it·,..·.
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dialogues as if they were open like other texts, or as if reading them were
like listening to conversations between people - Socrates/Plato and their
immediate audiences - who are basically like ourselves. But one of the part
ners to the conversations in question, namely Socrates, and his author, are
not like us, and were not like their immediate audience, whether Socrates'
in the dialogues, or Plato's as author; we, generally speaking, are more like
his audience than we are like Plato, or his Socrates. (One of the epithets
Socrates' friends and associates attach to him in the dialogues is 'odd',
'strange' - atapas, literally 'out of place', 'outlandish'.) So different is (he
Platonic/Socratic view of things that in some respects they might almost
be said not to speak the same language as their contemporaries. 'Good',
'bad', 'beneficial', 'harmful', 'admirable', 'shameful': these and other terms
(e.g., 'art' I'science', 'knowledge', 'ignorance', 'desire', even 'pleasure') Plato

and his Socrates apply in such different ways from the ways in which they
are applied in ordinary language and ordinary contexts and conversations
that on the face of it even beginning a conversation that involves such
terms ought to be difficult. Even more so, when Plato and Socrates think
that other people apply them wrongly. (Other people feel the same about
Socrates, with the difference that they simply assume that the way they
apply the terms in question is right, whereas he has a reasoned account of
why they're wrong.) This mismatch between the speakers in a dialogue8S

also exists between Socrates and the reader, and it is a matter of common,
perhaps universal, experience that readin-g Plato's dialogues is difficult. 89

The main reason for that, I propose, or one of the main reasons, is that
Socrates and we, like Socrates and his interlocutors, will frequently be at
cross-purposes. He just doesn't behave in the way we expect him ro behave.
And that is because what he says tends to be freighted with baggage the
true extent and value of which he will usually nor have declared to us (any
more than we will have declared our assumptions, perhaps taking these to
be inevitable).

That, though, may be a misleading way of purring it, since it might sug
gest that Plato is deliberately withholding information from us: an unlikely
seeming tactic for someone whose main aim is, as I think, to persuade.9° It

~ I refer here to the generality of the dialogues; what I am looking f<lr first is a broad ~YP( of expld
nation of Plato's way of writing, after which one can hegin to quality the explanation clOd identify
cxceptiom.

l!<) He is 'weird' (see section J above) - odd, )ike his Soaarcs?
'YI For members of the 'Tuhingen school' {see n. RahovcL 'withholding' or 'holding hack' is an essencial

part of Plato 's writing strategy because [he reader needs to he prepared for the more imporranr truth~.

which in any ca~e cannot he conveyed in writing.
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seems preferable to think, as I suggested earlier,91 in terms ofa progressive
or, better, cumulative? - introduction to the various parts of Socratic
thinking, from dialogue to dialogue, in the context of his examination
of others usually as unfamiliar with that thinking as we may be. Plato
feeds us that in bits and pieces not only because - he supposes, with good
reason - he has a long way to go to bring readers round, but because at the
same time he has to introduce us to philosophical ways of thinking (the
habit of dialogue).9 2

This introduces an important point of difference between reader and
interlocutor. Some interlocutors are portrayed as having heard Socrates
before, which might give them the same kind of advantage as readers who
have read other Platonic dialogues. But by and large the unfortunate inter
locutor will only have whatever Socrates offers him in the course of the
immediate conversation. The consequence is that he will typically be at sea,
to varying degrees, in a way that the reader in principle need not be. The
dialogues generally exhibit at least two levels of understanding, Socrates'
and that of the interlocutor,9~and the reader is in effect invited to ask him
self or herself whether to side with the one or with the other. 94 Quite often
there will be different ways of reading the same argument, depending on
whether one is starting from Socrates' premisses or more ordinary ones;9~

these will be the arguments that interpreters, lacking access to Socrates'
starting-points, will typically find the weakest. (Or else - I earlier cited
some examples from the Republic - Socrates will adopt starting-points
from his interlocutors, but, as I claimed, without ever finally depending on
them.) But more usually the argument will move in ways that are simply
baffling until we have worked out the preoccupations, and the general line
of thinking, that motivate thenl.

In the context of these observations, the dialogue form appears perfectly
adapted to Plato's purposes, allowing him to use the play between the

')1 Se{' section S dh<lVe.

'l~ Here is another respect in which Plato is wholly with Socrdte.s: neither can straightforwardly tt'ac/J
Jnyhod~' anything ((f.. e.g.. 7hrartrtuJ Isonl.

.J; I am assuming here the kind of identification between the author. Plato. and his character Socrates
for which 1argued earlier (leaving aside the necessary difference that the character will alway~ know
less about what is ~ni,,<'l, ro happen. or why he is where he is. than his author).

-/·1 The most extravagant set of levels. or layers. of understanding is prohahly to be found in the I:Y.li.l:

h'sis himself comes closest to Socrates' level. then Menexenus: then there are rhe hystanders. and
fi~ally poor Hippothales. who has clearly not understood a word of what has been ~aid - and rhe
drunken slaves who insist on taking Lysis and ~1enexenw. home ro their parents. at the end of the
dialogue. See Penner and Rowe 200S.

-)i See especially chapter 4 and Appt.·ndix to chapter S helow (on (;n~ilH and Rrpuhlir I respectively).
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interlocutors to mediate between him and his readers. 96 On this interpre
tation, there will be very little that is in the proper sense dialogical about
Plato's dialogues (with that one exception, that dialectical exchanges within
them may serve as static models for the real thing, i.e. live dialectic, and
might even accurately portray examples of it; but that is a different mat
ter).97 However that is a fully intended part of the interpretation I anl
proposing. Even the 'Socratic' dialogues contain 'doctrines', if one cares to
call them by that name, ofthe value ofwhich Plato means to try to persuade
us. Nor is this merely a matter of a few 'substantive moral theses' ,9

8 but
rather ofwhat I have called a nexus of ideas99 - one that I hope to show to
be fit to provide what one might call the infrastructure of Platonism itself

8 THE PROPOSED INTERPRETATION OF PLATO'S USE OF

DIALOGUE FORM COMPARED WITH TWO OTHER

INTERPRETATIONS

It may at this point be useful to take stock, by way of a brief comparison
between the kind of interpretation I have been proposing of Plato's use of
dialogue with two rival interpretations.

The first of these, which has gained in favour in recent years, is that
Plato wrote dialogues as a way of avoiding the appearance of dictating to
his readers,lOo in a way that might app<:ar to absolve them of the hard
work that goes with any sort of philoso'phical enterprise. This might be
thought ofas the archetypal 'sceptical' interpretation of the use ofdialogue
form; but it also finds favour among more literary interpreters, not least
those who like to think of texts as inherently polyphonous. To this form
of interpretation I now find myself totally opposed. While Plato may on
occasion want to distance himself from his main speaker, this will be - I

,)6 A partly separate an:ount. then. will he needed for a (virtual) monologue lih the n"lilt'lli. Howt'Yl'r
I have already indicated something ahout how thar au:ounr will run (in such CJ~<'·.' SoaJre, Jlld

Plato themsdve~ hecomc auditors/readers).
<)- A~ a consequence. I have found little that is useful in modern disllissions of dialogue for rhe

purposes of understanding Plato.
,)Sl See n. 66 ahove.

9') One that is not explicitly articulated dJ such a nexw.; our a distinction is pr~urnJhlr co he drawn
hetween what is articulated to us. or is capahle of heing so articulated through the medium or"
independenr dialogues/conversations. and what the aurhor and hi~ main character have in fa\, (
articulated to and for themselves (and mean us to put together for ourselves). The question how we
decide what that is. given that it is not in fact presented a.~ a systematic whole. I regard as rather Ic'"
than pressing; if a philosophical story can be told that \\~II explain the phenomena of thc.· wrirrt'll
dialogues. it will he wasteful and not merely uncharitahle to refuse to tell it.

.00 E.g,. ·Originally. Socrates used the form of the dialogue to test and to expose presumed authori(\
without having himself to adopr a position of authority'. etc (Frede 2000: ISI-;z.),
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propose - only when the main speaker is not Socrates. The core of Plato's
enterprise is, from beginning to end, the advocacy of positive ideas, even
if, paradoxically, he chooses to advocate them for the most part through a
know-nothing. IOI It will then only be in a formal sense that Plato is absent.
If the question is why he does not appear in person in his own dialogues, the
answer is that he is already ubiquitous and controlling;102 if the question is
why he wrote dialogues (and then did not include himself in the dramatis
personae), there are more satisfying answers available.

One of these is the second alternative type of interpretation I pick out
for comparison with my own. I have previously mentioned this way of
understanding Plato's use of dialogue form in passing: 103

Plato's real reason l04 for persisting with the dialogue form is, I think ... his
growing belief - more than once made explicit in his later work [at Thelletetus
I89E-I90A, Sophist 263E-264B, Philebus 38c-E] - that conversation, in the form of
question and answer, is the structure of thought itself. When we think, what we
are doing is precisely to ask and answer questions internally, and our judgements
are the outcome of that same process. Hence it seems that what Plato dramatises as
external conversations can be internalised by us, the readers, as setting the model for
our own processes of philosophical reasoning. More important still is the converse,
that these same question-and-answer sequences can legitimately be read by us as
Plato thinking aloud. And that, I suggest, is in the last analysis how Plato maintains
the dominating and inescapable presence in his own dialogues that few if any mere
dramatists can rival. They are an externalisation of his own thought processes.
Plato's very word for philosophical method, 'dialectic', means quite literally the
science of conducting a conversation in this question-and-answer form, and it is
vital to appreciate that the inter-personal discussion portrayed in the dialogues
is not the only mode in which such discussion can occur; internal discussion is
another, and perhaps even more fundamental, mode. 10)

I have indicated at length, in section 3above, the sorts ofreasons that lead me
to reject this type ofexplanation for Plato's using, or 'persisting with',106 the

101 A solution to the paradox will emerge in the following chapters.
102 One might also ask: if Plato wanted to avoid the appearance of speaking t'x catht'dm. he made

a strange decision when he made Soc-ralt'S his protagonist - perhaps the best-known intellenual
figure of his time. who single-handedly spawned more philosophiC31 schools or hairrst'is (some of
rhem emerging. or already emerged. during Plato's liferime) than practically anyone in the western
world before or since.

101 See n. 39 above.

10.. The author of the passage is contrasting his interpretation with the type of reading I have JUSt
rejected; he refers to Frede 1992, Wardy 1996. Press 2000. Blondell 2002. Cooper 1997 ('a more
nuanced version').

IO~ Sedley 2003: 1-2.
106 'Whar for {Plato] no doubr starred out as rhe exrernal imitation of Soaati(.o questioning gave way

in rime to the conviction that Socratic dialogical conversation is philosophy' (Sedley 200.~: 2n. 3).
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dialogue form: most fundamentally, that it radically understates the extent
to which the dialogues are staged - by the author, for an audience. The
idea that the dialogues show us Plato thinking aloud is not, in my view,
anywhere near sufficient to explain the complexities of the artefact that is
the Platonic dialogue, with its changes of interlocutors, location, pace, tone
and so on (see further section II below).

However there is one particular feature, or consequence, of this type
of reading of Plato's use of dialogue form that I especially want to resist.
If the dialogues are a kind of record of Plato's internal thought processes,
then they will apparently be an accurate guide to his thinking at the time
of writing, or indeed, if he revised any of his works (which seems 11 priori
likely enough), at the time of revision; and they will also accurately track
any changes in his thinking. Aporiai, failed attempts at finding solutions
to specific problems, will tend to be Plato's own, and differences between
solutions offered in different dialogues will mark the evolution, and as it
may be the maturing, ofhis thinking in a particular area (given, that is, that
we have what looks like a reasonably reliable picture of the relative dating
of different parts of the corpus: see section 10 below). By this account,
Plato is learning as he goes along, or learning on the job: making mistakes,
then going on to correct them, gradually becoming a better philosopher
(even though we may actually read him out of order, as it were - not in
order ofcomposition). Now there is nothing inherently implausible in this
picture; and if it is hard to think ofany other philosopher whose intellectual
progress is quite so transparent to us as Plato's usually turns out to be, on
the sort of interpretation in question, perhaps that is just because no one
else wrote in the \\'ay Plato did ('thinking aloud'). One might even grant
that such a reading obeys the principle of charity, insofar as it allows Plato
to get things right, or more right, as well as to get them wrong. However I
believe that it also runs a serious risk of underestimating Plato.

Or, to put a card on the table that I have already partly shown, I believe
that seeing the dialogues as a record of Plato's own intellectual tusslesJO-'
actually does underestimate him. This it does in two ways. First, it under
estimates the degree of artfulness in Plato's writing; and here I include all
those features of the dialogues that flow from Plato's awareness of his rela
tionship with his readers, and his purpose in addressing them - that is,
broadly, as I have suggested, to persuade them to a different point of view.
But in the second place (and this is a new and important point), reading the
dialogues as giving direct insight into Plato's development tends to make

l()- 11Iter alia, of (ourse.
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us underestimate him as a philosopher: not in terms of any final verdict we
may pass on him (because, after all, he gets there in the end even on the
developmental reading), but rather in the sense that such a reading must
lead us to write off, to varying degrees, a large proportion of his output.
After all, ifhe did move on and get better, then his earlier works will appar
ently be a record of relative failure. These works will be useful, no doubt,
for feeding to undergraduates early on in their own philosophical devel
opment, and perhaps also insofar as they areoR examples of philosophical
exploration, but ultimately they will be of largely historical interest.

One of the chiefdrivers of this approach is precisely the sense that Plato
had, as it were, to deal with his master - perhaps even to get Socrates out
of his system, by writing the LSocratic' dialogues. This is the view that
leads to what I earlier described as Lthe single greatest obstacle to a proper
understanding of Plato and Platonism', the division of the Platonic oeuvre
into a Socratic part, on the one hand, and a truly Platonic part on the
other. This division in itself involves another kind of underestimation: the
underestimation ofSocrates' contribution, or at least ofwhatever it was that
Plato thought he had got from Socrates. It is around that contribution, of
course, that the present book revolves: remove or devalue it, and the bulk
of the argument of the book will disappear in a puff of smoke. 10<)

For the kind of interpretation with which I am currently contrasting
my own,1I0 the Socrates of the 'Socratic' dialogues will have the kind of
'maieutic' role Plato has him ascribe to himself at Theaetetus 148E-ISID:

that is, he will serve as a kind of midwife (1naia) of ideas who helps others
to 'give birth' while being 'childless' himself. It is hard to disagree with this
claim in some form or another, since the Theaetetus passage so plainly picks
up Socrates' self-presentation in the dialogues in question (and indeed in
others), as a know-nothing, and at the same time seems so accurately to
describe his practice- especially when he talks about how unusual a midwife
he is, possessing as he does the ability to tell the true and substantial offspring
from their false and counterfeit counterparts. III However everything here
depends on how the analogy is to be understood. What Socrates accepts
is (I) that he asks other people questions (2) without declaring his own
position, (3) because he 'has nothing wise' (Sc. to declare). If this is intended

IC'l' I.e. according to the type of inrerpretarion in question.
J(,,) For grounds for my confidence that it will not thus disappear, see secrion ~ ahove. EsptXially

reassuring is the way in which Socrates' (Plaro's Socrates') thinking throughout nor just the so
called 'Socratic' dialogues hut all those thar are 'pre-Rrptth/ic' turns our to fir rogether. Differenr
pans or aspects of this thinking show up in ditTerenr places, hur they all form pan of a satis~'ing

philosophical whole.
: II' See Sedley 2004. III I.e. the ont'S theu are merely imagl"s or likenesses (t'idiilll).
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as a general claim never to make any assertions, it is clearly falsified by
the very sentence in which he makes it. III It will make better sense to
interpret Socrates as saying that he never declares his hand in relation to
the sort of question that he has just now put to Theaetetus, so starting
off the whole analogy: 'what is this thing knowledge?', which the two of
them have evidently been worrying about for some time. And indeed it is
typically on questions like that ('what is piety?', 'what is courage?', 'what is
sophrosun2')IP, that Socrates in fact, typically, fails to declare himself in the
'Socratic' dialogues. In other words, when he accepts that he declares himself
about nothing (Theaetetus I 50c6), what he is saying is not that he makes no
assertions about anything at all, but rather that he makes no assertions about
the chiefsubjects he inquires into.1I4 One thinks immediately ofhis prolonged
protestations in Republicvl about his lack ofqualifications for talking about
the good: what he has, he implies, is no more than 'opinions without
knowledge' (506c6).115 Here in the Theaetetus he explains his position by
saying that the god

compels me to be the midwife, and has prevented me from giving birth - so, a~

for myself, I am not at all wise, nor is there any discovery of such a sort rsc. a wise
one] that has been born (0 me as offspring of my soul. (I50C7-D2)

What others expect from him is an authoritative answer, and that he can't
give because he hasn't discovered it.

My own claim is that not only Plato's Socrates but Plato himself perma
nently retains the role of midwife. By any modern reckoning the passage
just discussed will have been written relatively late (because the Th~a~t~tus

is a relatively late dialogue);1I6nonetheless I take it to be describing how
Plato saw the role of the philosopher - that is, of any philosopher who has
to live in the real world, including himselfas well as Socrates - even at this
point, and indeed at any point, in his own writing career. 1I7 The particular
reason why he needs Socrates to disclaim knowledge at this early point
in the Theaetetus is because there might be a presumption that someone
who actually possesses knowledge ought to be able to say what it is that

m Cf. Sedley 2004: }2.

m Tradit~onally 'temperance' (which nowadays means either nothing or the wrong thing); wphrorunf
m ordmary Greek is something like 'sdf-eonrror, but emerges from Char-milks as doser to 'sound.
mindedness' .

"4 Cf. eliroplum for what I take to be some Platonist's conceit on this very point in relation to th~
~~~ .

,,~ More on this context in chapters Rand 9 below. 116 Stt s«tion 10 below.
II:' For most 'd~dormentalis[S', of course, Socrates the midwife will need to he ~parated sharply

from Plato, who has a good few 'children' of his own; tht' portrait ofSocrates in the Tht-at'tt'luswill
then have a historical ring to it.
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he possesses (and the question for discussion, after all, is what knowledge
is); just as Socrates in the Charmi£ks claims to suppose that the young
Charmides will know what 'sound-mindedness'1I8 is if, as others have sug
gested, he is himself 'sound-minded'}19 Of course it could be, and many
have supposed, that the author himself, Plato, actually does claim to have
the knowledge that his character disclaims, in which case he might also
have a ready answer to the question about the nature of knowledge (or he
might not). However it is my thesis that Plato does not think he has the
knowledge he has his Socrates represent himself as lacking. I also propose
that Socrates has a preferred account of the nature of knowledge to which
Plato subscribes.120 If there are problems about that account, they have to
do not so much with Socrates' and/or Plato's failure to answer a straight
question ('so what is knowledge?') as with the general limitations Plato
attributes to the cognitive resources that human beings share qua human.

9 SOCRATES AND PLATO ON KNOWLEDGE AND IGNORANCE

On knowledge, in the following chapters,1l1 I shaH argue that the position of
Plato's Socrates, in principle across all the dialogues, is as follows. (a) While
he allows that human beings, and even he, may acquire som~ knowledge
('pieces ofknowledge'), I12 he does not believe thatfUUknowledge (wisdom)
about the most important things - the good, the beautiful and the just, to
give Socrates' usuallist11l - is accessible to the human mind or soul. This
is the basic position from which he begins, and from which he does not
shift. However (b) at the same time he envisages the possibility that there
will be, and maybe already are, more expert and accomplished philosophers
than himself; and (c) within the context of the discussion ofa 'best city', to
which an actual city might approximate, and perhaps in some other con
texts involving ideal conditions, he wi)) sometimes introduce ideal human
knowers, possessing the full, synoptic knowledge that is at the same time
the unattainable terminus of the philosopher's search, and the only sort of
knowledge that, ultimately, deserves to be called knowledge or wisdom.

Ill( I.e. wphrosuni (SC(' n. IJ} abo~)'

119 Cf. also Euthypbro. wh~r~ Socrates is discussing hosif1th. ·pi~ty·. with Eurhyphro ha:au~ he's
supposaUy pious; /Jlcks. which has him discussing couragr with soJdi~rs.

l~" For both th~ thesis and t~ proposal. sec th~ following s«"rion with chapter 8.I:' ~ esp«ially chapt~r 8. III See. c.g.. chap~r 11. pp. 167. 171-

1.\ Mor~ g~nC'raJly. the things in question will be rhose on our understanding of which d~nds our
und~rsranding of ourselves and the world in which ~ li~: ~nd this will indud~ some kind of
~ynoptic view of th~ structur~of things. and how they ar~ good. beautiful and just.
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To many modern interpreters, this set ofclaims is likely to appear implau
sible. For Plato's Socrates, they will say, plainly comes to accept the possi
bility of knowledge for non-divine beings; he might go on claiming, with
whatever degree ofplausibility, that he personally remains a know-nothing,
but - in dialogues like Phaedo or Republic - he allows that others, byapply
ing themselves in the right way, can achieve the wisdom he himself lacks.
Indeed, such voices will say, the political argument of the Republic depends
on his allowing just that: the philosopher-rulers will be qualified to rule
exactly because of their knowledge, and not otherwise. One of the tasks I
shall be setting myselP24 is to show either that such an interpretation fails,
or - in case that seems too strong a claim - at least that it fails to explain
some important aspects of central Platonic texts. Key to my argument,
once again, will be understanding those two overlapping relationships, of
Socrates to his interlocutors and of Plato to his readers.

However it will already be clear from the preceding sections that I shall
also want to make a further claim, one that will probably strike the same
objectors not just as implausible but as preposterous: namely that Plato
shares the position! have attributed to his Socrates. In other words, he retains
the position of know-nothing that he has Socrates adopt, I believe with
full seriousness, in the 'Socratic' dialogues - so that, from this perspective
as from others, the label 'Socratic' will pick out nothing distinctive about
them. On the normal 'sceptical'/'developmentar'2~view, the so-called 'mid
dle'12l' dialogues like the Phaedo and Republic show Plato proposing through
his Socrates that knowledge, of the newly introduced forms,ll-:- is after all
possible. This new Socrates, on the same interpretation, accepts that others,
at least, may acquire the knowledge he himself lacks, and even becomes a
bit ofa metaphysician himself, a friend ofPlato's new darlings (the forms)
while also still retaining traces of his old, know-nothing self. One of the
eventual outcomes of my overall argument will be to have claimed to
remove, or at least mitigate, this apparent contradiction at the heart of
such 'normal' views of Plato: Plato keeps Socrates on as main speaker, I
shall propose, because Socrates re11Ulins his persona, his mask. However in
the meantime it will appear that this argument of mine will have several
mountains to climb. Is it not obvious, even uncontrol1ersial (some will say),

1~4 See especially chapters 2 and 7.

J!S Once again, I treat these two trends in interprC'tation, if ~omcwha[ ~rllddy, as going wgcther.
0(, l:or this term see n. II ahove (and passim below).

0- On which see the following section. QuitC' why a greater optimisrn about hUJndn cognitivecapacitit"
should go along with the introdunion of a special theory of tramrm,ullt ()hject~ is in my vit,,,
l;omething of a mystery; but lC't that pa.ss for the momenr.
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that the Socrates ofthe Phaedo and the Republic has abandoned the position,
as stated by his counterpart in the Apology, that there is a kind of wisdom
that is peculiarly human - to know one's own ignorance; and that the
gods alone possess the wisdom that we long for but shall never achieve?I28
By comparison with the difficulty of showing that anything so obvious is
actually not the case (so it might be said), any tensions in Plato's portrait
of Socrates - as someone who now does, now does not think knowledge
possible - will seem like a molehill. We shall see. Meanwhile it should
be clear enough that if the 'developmental' interpreters turned out to be
right on this point, my own project, for showing that Plato is 'essentially
a Socratic' from beginning to end, might well be considered holed below
the waterline before leaving port; for it is in his theory of knowledge, and
the allegedly revolutionary metaphysics of forms, that Plato is held (by the
same interpreters) to have broken most emphatically with Socrates.

10 ON FORMS (AND THE DATING OF THE DIALOGUES)

For those who accept some version of the 'developmental' reading I have
been proposing to reject, 12

9 a crucial factor will, then, usually be - what such
interpreters call - the introduction of (Platonic) forms. In the preceding
parts of this book I have frequently referred to these entities as if they
were known and familiar (which is actually how Plato himself typically
operates},I3

O because to have done otherwise might have appeared as an
endorsement of the view that there are some dialogues in which forms do
not appear and others in which they do. It would be more accurate, to
my mind, to say that there are some dialogues in which a certain kind of
language - typically references to 'the eidos [or idea] 'ofx', or to 'the x itself,
and to particular things in the ordinary world as 'sharing in' these eidi (or
ideal) - begins to be used about forms, and other dialogues in which, by
and large, such language is not used; and that, of course, is an entirely
different matter, insofar as it will allow that forms, whatever these are, may
still be present even in those dialogues where the language in question is
(by and large) not used.

'Whatever forms are': it is a hard task to say quite what a Platonic form
is, and indeed it is a task that for the most part Plato himself fails to address,
in any single dialogue or set of dialogues or in any systematic way. I myself

1211 For the ApokJgy. Stt especially chapter 1 below.
12') I.e. OJ reading that in particular sees a signihC4nt movement on Plato'!, pan a"~JY from Socrates in

the so-called 'middle' (post-'Socratic') dialogues.
IW Stt n. 136 below.
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shall prefer to operate, at least for the moment,131 with the barest ofspecifi
cations of what it is to be a (Platonic) form, drawn from the sorts of terms
in which Socrates operates in the central books of the Republic: the 'form of
beauty' (justice, good ... ) will be that real item in which a particular beauti
ful (just, good ... ) thing 'shares', that 'sharing' being what causes the thing
to be beautiful (just, good ... ), insofar as it is beautiful (just, good ... ). The
important aspects of a form as seen in this minimal way are, first, that it is
something real, and so something there to be discovered (or at least in princi
ple to be discovered), and second that it is only by discovering, and as it were
'grasping', this real item that we shall fully understand whatever it is said
to be the form 'of - i.e. beauty (justice, goodness ...), where the 'of serves
as no more than an identifying mark, insofar as the form actually is beauty
(justice, goodness ... ), or rather is primarily what it is. As for the question
when Plato first began to subscribe to the existence of such entities,IU my
own proposal is that we should accept one or the other of two theses, one
weaker and one stronger: (i) that items of the kind in question are actually
present even in, or form part of the background even to, dialogues that do
not use language like 'the form of x' or 'the x itself, and 'sharing in' (the
stronger thesis); or (ii) that, as he looks backlH on such dialogues from the
vantage-point ofthe Republic, Plato/Socrates sees such items as presupposed
or required by their argument, and easily supplied (the weaker thesis).1l4

It is quite difficult to see how one might begin to decide between the two
theses; but for my purposes that is hardly of great moment, insofar as my
own chief concern is to establish - at least - the continuity in PWto Slnind
between the various parts of his corpus (which at the very least sets limits
on the degree ofactual discontinuity). Ifhe did not see all the implications
of what he was writing when he was composing prior to the Republic,
and prior to any other dialogue in which form-language occurs, q5 (a) we

III My overall srrategy in the book will be gradually (0 allow evidence abom how 'forms' are (0 be
understood (0 accumulate, much as Plato does. and without trying to spell thin~ out in the kind
of detail that Plato himself omitted (0 give us. I shall ultimately as..mciat(' 'form!" with a particular.
more general feature of Platonic thinking.

IH I am assuming that my skeleton description is sufficient to pick om forrm as they appear in the
so-called 'middle dialogues'; if not, whatever other features are requirc:'d should he deemed added.

11\ The discussion here is still primarily about the relationship between R~puhlj( and prc:'-&puhlj(
dialogues. though there will also he implications for other. later, dialogues (like 71'ra~tnus. or
Laws). which also allegedly omit reference to forms.

11.4 Of course there is also in principle a third option - that the 'new' m('taphysi~ reprc:'Sents a dear
brc:'ak wirh Souatc:'S. I shall discuss this third option below; meanwhile I naturally exclude it as a
real option, given that I have admined that it would be sufficient to destroy my ovc=rall thesis.

lH Especially when asking that type of qUc:'Stion that typically surfacc:'S in the so-called 'Socratic'
dialogues, 'what is x?'. (I shall shortly be providing a rather fuller justification of that 'so-called'
than I have so far given.)
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shall never be able to tell if that was the explanation for his failure to use
such language (as opposed, for example, to his not having any use for it);
and (b) he may as well have seen the implications, since he writes, in the
Phlledo and the R~public, as if 'forms' are already a familiar topic;-J6 so in
any case projecting them back into the pre-Republic dialogues. 117 This will
of course mean that the 'developmentalist' interpretation is still in play,
and may even - for all we know - have got hold of an interesting truth
about Plato's intellectual history.138 But again, what matters from my own
perspective is that even if Plato did move on, philosophically, in the way
the 'developmentalists ' suppose, Plato will have seen the move in a quite
different way: not as a momentous shift, one that would make him finally
his own man, but rather as a working out of what was already there in any
case. IJ9

From earlier sections, however, it will be at once clear that the kind of
interpretation I am proposing could at best, and most politely, be called
controversial. The broad church of interpreters I have called 'doctrinal
ists' might generally be sympathetic to my approach (as tending towards a
proper 'unitarianism'), even while being much more lavish in their expecta
tions of Plato's philosopher than I have been, and indeed intend to remain.
By contrast, their 'scepticarrdevelopmentalist' rivals will tend to see the
forms - the, or a, 'theory' of forms - as a peculiarly Platonic construct, and
something that divides Plato from the metaphysically innocent Socrates,
i.e. the Socrates ofthe 'Socratic' dialogues. The new metaphysics, according
to these interpreters, provides Plato with a stable set of objects, an entire
'intelligible world over and above the sensible',140 to be accessed, mapped,
and explored by the philosopher, escaping from the fluxing world of par
ticulars. The division of the Platonic dialogues into 'early', 'middle', and
'late', now commonly accepted in English-speaking countries and beyond,
mainly rests on one version or another of this reading of Plato's intellec
tual progress: 'early' is also 'Socratic', while to the 'middle' dialogue group

1\(, Se-e (h~prer 9 bt-Iow. where I shall argue in p.uticular that the way in which Socrates inrroduc~

the nu(i..1topi( of the/or", ofrl't' ~ood in R~puhli( VI is designed to indiGlte that rhe ropi( will he
familiar to anyone who has read .. range of wh..u we have come to treat as earlier didlogues. (I shJII
he rurning immediately to the justification for such daring.) SimiIJrI~' with the Pha~dn.

W That is. if the\' were nor there .. Iread\'.
"" Plato's ·Socra~i(.· perio<i'. or 'Socrates' in (early) Plato' will then - again. for all we know - rern.tin

perf~tly legitimate ohj«ts ofstudy: s«. for example. the voluminous work of Thomas Rrickhomc
and Nicholas Smith, or of Mark McPherran.

II') I shall now go on. in etT~t. to discuss whether this latter view of the matter would be plausible 

or whether w~ ncc=d. after all (and from my own point of view. disJstrollsl~'), to let the third option
(see n. IH ahove) hack in.

I~- Sedley 2004: 100.
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belong those works in which this allegedly grand new metaphysical theory
figures. CLate' dialogues used to be, typically, those in which Plato retreated
from the theory, or resiled from important aspects of it; this part of the
narrative is now much less clear than it used to be, largely because it is
generally agreed that the Timaeus, which makes heavy use of ,middle' form
theory, must itselfbe late, and cannot conveniently be shunted to an earlier
position.)

Now I do not for a moment wish to dispute either that the dialogues
were written in a certain order (although we certainly cannot rule out the
possibility that Plato went in for significant revision, either of parts of
dialogues, or of whole works), or that the order proposed by the advocates
of the tripartite early-middle-late division is substantially right. Studies
of Plato's style have shown that the dialogues do fall into three groups;
and what is more, the stylometrists' dating - which starts from the fact,
independently confirmed, that the Laws was the last work that Plato wrote
generally coincides with the division, quite independently proposed, into
'early', 'middle', and 'late'. This cosy picture is a little disturbed by the fact
that according to the results of stylometric analysis three of the 'middle'
dialogues, i.e. Crarylus, Phaedo and Symposium, all ofthem clearly (for those
who see things this way) containing the 'new metaphysics', belong to the
group that Plato wrote first. 141 However (a) this group is a very large one;
(b) the three dialogues in question might have been written late in the
early period, and so in effect contiguously with the dialogues in the second
group; and (c) in any case there is no particular reason for supposing that
changes in a philosopher's thinking should march exactly in parallel with
changes in the way he expresses his thinking, or indeed that there should
be any connection at all between the first kind of changes and the second.

So, nothing too disturbing there, and by and large, there need be no
great disagreement about the order of composition of the dialogues, so
long as we set aside the complication that any particular dialogue might
have been revised more or less substantially, and so may represent a product
ofdifferent times or periods. 142 What I believe there should be disagreement

14
1 'At first sight, thc division into three: stylistic groups [proposed by a number Kholars working motinly

in thc ninctttnth century] S«lT1S to confirm hhc} throry of Plato's devt'Jopmcnr lin question).
since all of his "Socratic" dialogues arc firmly locatcd in thc carliest group. But this first sight i~

misleading. Thc ccntral group docs not at aU coinddt with what a~ caJl~ t~ "middlc" dial()gu~.

since the intermediate group defined stylistically indudts both Parmmitks .and TManrtUJ, whi,h
arc gcncrally counted as "late" from a dnrelopmtntal point of view. On the other hand, the "early'
group includcs Symposium, PhlUdo, and C:ratyluJ. A traditional d~tlopmentalist who fC'Cognil.e~

that the stylistic division is chronological mUit simply accept the fact that Plato's stylistic and
philosophical d~tlopments do not proceed at the same pacc' (~hn 1001: 96).

I.p See. e.g.. Thesldf 1982.
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about is the question ofwhat precisely, ifanything, should be inferred from
that order of composition. I have in earlier sections indicated my strong
opposition to the idea that it should be read in terms of the maturing of
Plato's thought - the advent ofPlatonic maturity after a Socratic childhood.
This opposition may now be spelled out more precisely: what I oppose, in
particular, is the notion that Plato grew up by becoming a metaphysician,
one who invented - or, better, saw himself as having invented - a set of
entities to whose existence Socrates was oblivious.

Here things become complicated. Presumably no one would want to
say that Plato thought of his Socrates as ever having been in the posi
tion of the 'sight-lovers' of &public v, who don't recognize the existence
of anything beyond particulars. 143 So maybe 'hadn't recognized' forms, in
Socrates' case, ought to be taken simply as connoting 'hadn't fUlly recog
nized' them; in which case, given the fact that I accept the possibility of the
weak thesis that Plato might have come to see the Socrates of the 'Socratic'
dialogues, or the way he talks there, as presupposing Platonic forms, there
would hardly be any room for disagreement. However everything here
depends, once more, on what a 'Platonic form' is supposed to be. At
the centre of the debate stands Aristotle, who famously declaredl44 that
the difference between Plato and Socrates was that Socrates did not make
the objects of his definitions 'separate' in the way that Plato did. But this is
Aristotle's terminology - Plato never says of his forms quite what Aristotle
interprets him as saying. So which particular feature of forms is Aristotle
referring to? And again, is it our Socrates, the Socrates of the 'Socratic'
dialogues, that he has in mind, or the real one? We have no good reason
for assuming either that the two Socrateses are the same or that Aristotle
thought they were {and he doesn't say that he is talking about the literary
Socrates).145

We may take the two questions together. The best guess, in relation to
the first, is that Aristotle is referring to that undoubtedly Platonic con
trast between forms, as constituting an intelligible 'world' of stable and
therefore - in principle, if not actually - knowable entities, and the

'41 Stt chapter 6 below. Briefly. the 'theory" in question is that beauty (or justice. or whatever) is
nothing but particular things. The Socrates of the 'Socratic" dialogues plainly docsn"t think that'.
he wants to know what IN Ihi,,~ courage (Lzch~) is.

I .... Stt M~laplrysicsM. I078b17-31.
lotS There is a separate argument to be made in rdation to Socratic moral psychology: in that case what

Aristotle anribura to 'old Socrates' is <k."tuallv a - much distorted - version of what we find in the
'Socratic' (and generally pre-&pflblic) dial~es. Stt Ro~ lOO2a. Whether or not the Socrates
of these dialogues kno~ about forms is a different maner (and up to a point in Plato"s own
control).
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rrloving, even 'fluxing', world of parricular objects familiar to the senses. 146

If this sensible world is in perpetual flux, and forms are stable, then they
can't be part of this world; so they must constitute, or be part of, a different
one, in some loose usage of the term 'world'. Now it probably would be
reasonable enough to say that, if Plato had wanted to claim that all of this
was somehow implicit in dialogues like Euthyphro, Laches or Lysis, then it
would look implausible in the extreme. It would be hard, at any rate for
someone who wasn't already a convinced Platonist, to maintain that this
elaborate kind of metaphysical position - crucially including the idea of
the ordinary perceptible world as fluxing - was ntttkd for understanding
what was going on in these little pieces.147 So far, then, Aristotle's reading
of Socrates as a non-separator seems to fit well enough with the Socrates of
the 'Socratic' dialogues. However what has come to be called a 'cwo worlds'
interpretation of the post-'Socratic' dialogues is, in my view, in no way
inevitable. It is, rather, one ofseveral different ways that Plato has of repre
senting the relationship between forms and the physical world, the world
of experience, or more generally between forms and particulars. (Or alter
natively, to keep what I have called my 'weaker thesis' in sight: perhaps, to
the extent that the Plato of the 'post-Socratic' dialogues was a cwo-worlder,
he came to think of the Socrates. and the Plato, of the'Socratic' dialogues
in the same light.) .

That the 'two worlds' view is just one ofseveral Platonic perspectives on
things is particularly plain in the context of the Sophist, when the Eleatic
Visitor criticizes people whom he identifies simply as 'friends of the forms'
for failing to recognize that things that change can be real, as well as things
that are unchanging. 148 For supporters of the early-middle-late division
of the dialogues, this will be a case of Plato belatedly correcting himself
(Sophist is one of the stylistically late group ofdialogues) - parr ofa general
rethinking of his 'middle'-period metaphysics. But if we move away, as I
propose, we should, from the whole idea of a 'middle' period marked off
by a grand metaphysical theory (a theory itself supposedly recognized by
a later Plato himself as mistaken, or at any rate needing radical overhaul
or restatement), then the Sophist context can be seen just as a redressing of

14
6 See Ti11UlnlJ 27~28A. 38A-8. 49A-50A.

14- Bur not~ ~.g., &public VI. 48581-3. wh~re the opposition betw«n an ~ternaJ being, which ·doc.·~

nor wand~r as a consequence of coming into being and passing away' is introduced on th~ had
of no mor~ than a distinction betw«n forms and particulars (which are described as 'many and
existing in all sorts of ways'. and things in which non-philosophers 'wand~r' (VI. 48,,8~-6).

14l! Th~ thought is introduced. apparently with firmnns, at Sophilt 2498: this is in the middle of ,l

compJo dial«tical argum~nr, but on~ of th~ final outcomes of that argum~nt appears to be J'

stated.
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the balance.149 Yes, from one perspective there is a gulf between forms and
sensibles: forms are unchanging, sensibles changing; forms are knowable,
sensibles unknowable; and so on. So, from this perspective, talk ofdifferent
'worlds'lso is reasonable enough, and in Timaeus' account of the physical
universe in the Timams the contrast between what is - the forms - and
what merely b~com~- things in this world - is central. lSI Yet there are other
perspectives under which the contrast between forms and sensible things
not only goes along with, but is inseparable from, the idea of a connection
between them. Thus, as we shall see, in all three of the similes Socrates
introduces in &pub/ic VI-VII in place of a proper account of the form of
the good, the similes of sun, line and cave,l51 it is entirely essential that
the lower levels of objects relate to, and are informed by, the highest: the
shadows on the wall of the cave are the shadows of the objects being carried
along the wall behind the prisoners, and these objects in turn are related to,
are copies of: things in the world outside the cave. Again, the argument in
Book V addressed to those 'sight-lovers' (see above) itselfdepends heavily on
the idea that even if we can't discover what beauty - for example - is from
particular beautiful things or kinds of thing, nevertheless these particulars
are capable of telling us som~thjng about what beauty is or is like. And it
could scarcely be otherwise, insofar as particulars are what they are by virtue
oftheir relationship to forms. In this sort ofcontext, talk ofseparate 'worlds'
looks considerably less useful than it may do in others (and, one may add,
the physical world will no longer be one of flux: it will acquire a modicum
of stability from its association with forms) .153 Forms may be - evidently
are - capable ofexisting independently ofparticulars, but particulars could
not conceivably exist independently of forms; and for so long as there is a
physical world - which Plato gives every sign of thinking eternallH - forms
and particulars are irrevocably tied together. ISS

'4<) Stt also Pllrmmitks (1338-134£) for an argument from another Eleatic philosopher against erecting
too strong an opposition betwttn forms and sensible things.

I~O One place where Plato himsdf probably coron to using the language of 'worlds' is when he has
Socrates talk of 'the "oit01 101'01'. '(~ intelligible place', or 'the place of what is intelligible'. in his
inUrp"l4tion of the image of the cave. and so outside the image itself (Rrpublic VII, S178S).

I~I Stt n. 146 above.
I~: For th~ simile of the cave. s« the following Introduction.
tB In T~llnnuf and Sophist. taken together. an cx~me Heracliteanism and an incomprehensibly

fluxing world are rejectC'd as firmly as the v1('W of the 'friends of the forms'.
1~4 For a modest justification of at least part of this claim (that the world, for Plato, had no beginning),

set' chapter 10 below.
IH The PhuJo is perhaps tlw primary source, in Plato. for th~ twO-world reading of the relationship
~een forms and particulars. I address. and arrive at analogous conclusions for. this dialogue in
chapter 2 below.
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Another important aspect of this connection between forms and partic
ulars is especially prominent in the Republic. The reason why we human
beings need to gain knowledge of the forms, so Socrates insists there, is to
acquire some kind of model or paradigm for organizing our lives in cities:
for legislating, in order to enable us to live the best life possible. According
to his argument, we all want knowledge ofthe good; and we want it because
we want to be happy. If, as I proposed in the preceding section, the Socrates
of the Republic thinks knowledge beyond any merely human philosopher,
i.e. any human philosopher not somehow in direct communication with
the gods, even the philosopher-rulers ofCallipolis - ifsome approximation
to Callipolis were ever realized - would in fact have to occupy their off
duty philosophical time investigating forms not just for the sheer pleasure
of it but for the sake of what the truth would finally mean for them {and
the city} - the fulfilment of that passionate desire, that erOs, talked about
at Republic VI, 49085-7, which affects every genuine philosopher;ls6 the
understanding of a good, if only they recognized it, that is desired even
by those untouched by philosophy. For the good is that (which every soul
pursues, and [she] does everything for the sake of this, surmising that it is
something ... '157

In the Republic as a whole, the metaphysical and epistemological focus is
on two themes: the impossibility of access.log forms from particulars {e.g.,
particular actions),IS8 on the one hand, and on the necessity of gaining
access to forms in order to improve the quality of our lives, whether in
the private or the public sphere. ls9 Philosophers in the Republic may reject
the political life in favour of the life of the mind, or else they may wish
that they could. The current practice, Socrates says, is that philosophy
and politics are carried on by different people, and even in the good city
philosophers would prefer it if: impossibly, circumstances allowed them
not to take on their share of political rule. 16°In other words, the option ofa
purely philosophical life, under ordinary conditions, is a possible one; and
those who live it may feel they 'have been transported to the isles of the
blest even when alive'.r61 (One thinks here of the 'leaders in philosophy'

1~6 At th~ ~nd of his search. 'having had intercourse with what ~aJly is, having engende~ intdligence
and truth, [hc] would know and truly live and be nurtured and so ccasc from birth-pangs'.

I~- &p"blic VI, 50 501l- EI.

I~ll Cf. Socratcs' application of what hc calls thc 'vulgar' (phortilta) tcsts to the dcfinition of justice
in Book IV: our just man will be 'outsidc', 'beyond' klttos) IUtiom lik~ temple-robbery, theft.
treachery ... (44lE-.H3B). .

If9 See especially &public VII, 517C4-S. 160 &pub/ic V, 474C-E: VII, 519B-51IA.

161 VII, 519<=S-6.
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Socrates refers to in the Theaetetus: 162 these pure philosophers are in any
case, I take it, an imaginative projection - perhaps his idealized Eleatics.)16 3

But however pleasant philosophy may be, indeed the most pleasant thing
in the world, pleasure is not itself the good: Plato devoted the best part ofa
long dialogue, the Phikbus, to establishing the point. The chief motivation
for philosophy, as it is portrayed throughout the dialogues, is not the 'sight'
of truth itself, but rather what is to be tkrivtd from that sight.164 Thus
it is that the philosopher's pleasures, according to Socrates in Republic IX,

are a matter of his or her being filled up 'with the kind of filling up that
belongs to true beliefand knowledgel65 and intelligence and, in short, all of
excellence' .166 In a dialogue that is formally structured around the subject of
the nature ofjustice, 'all ofexcellence (aretl)' could scarcely exclude justice
and in any case, in the context the philosopher is the archetypal just person;
that, then, will be part of the source of his pleasures and his happiness. In
other words, I take it that what he derives from philosophy will be an
understanding about how to live life best; and unless Plato holds that one
can be just without actually doing anything except studying,167 that will
mean understanding how to make the right choices in real-life situations
involving the real possibility of injustice. 168 (A fortiori, the person who
devotes himself to philosophy, at least on the Socratic model, will be no
hermit or visionary, but a citizen, friend, fellow-soldier, spouse ... The
one thing he will abstain &om is politics, except to the extent that being a
citizen requires it.)169

My claim, then, is that while the 'world' of forms can, in some circum
stances, be sharply distinguished from the sensible world, in other contexts
the relationship between forms and sensibles requires to be understood dif
ferently. In particular, in the Republic itself Socrates insists that we need to
'grasp' forms precisely in order to understand things in this world better;

1(,1 Set- n. 56 above.
11>\ Or are they perhaps membas of the Academy. and the counterparts of these in the fictional world of

the dialogues: serious young men who talk to Socrates instead ofgoing offinro politics? ('Eleatics';
s« text to nn. 5S. 56 a~.)

1(,4 In general terms Socrates S«ITlS to be undecided quite how to treat those who devote themselves
exdusivdy to philosophy: they - wh~r t~ are - may tend to get further than he does, and they
may live a ddightfullife: but he docsn't himsdf join th~m, and ~rhaps as an able-bodied citizen
cannot. So t'xt'luli,V devorion to philosophy has to ~ for those ph~ically unfit ro live a full lire as
a citiun kf. the aampl~ ofTheag~: Rt'p"b/ic VI, ..968).

16~ The appearance of these twO things together in the list is interesting; see chapter 6 below.
1M IX, 58S81 4-<:1.

16~ As Richard Kraut does (Kraur 1003): but Stt my counter-argument in Rowe 2OO3a.
16!i I note: in passing that this is still a markedly Somz,;( view of things (as I defined this earlier):

58581 4-<:1, indttd, surely implies the familiar identification of virtue/t"Xcellence and knowledge.
1(,<) S« ('Specially Rt'p"blir VI, 496A-E (the passage thar mentions the ,-'3S(" of Theages: s« abo~).
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without forms, we can do no better than a partial understanding, which
by itself will lead into error. The reason for this is that what we experience
at the level of sense, and of ordinary life, is as it were fragments of beauty,
goodness and justice - things that are e.g., only beautiful to this person,
good under these circumstances; actions that are only just under thos~ cir
cumstances - when what we need in order to make the right choices is to
know what beauty, goodness and justice are, themselves. When Aristotle
seizes on stability versus flux as the defining feature of the relation between
forms and sensible things;70 he is picking out only one of many such fea
tures, others ofwhich cut across and soften the distinction that his version
of the relation implies. The reason why he makes the choice he does is
that he tends to regard separation as Plato's big mistake: take that away,
and from Aristotle's point of view we should be on the road to perfectly
respectable universals, which are merely secondary beings or ousiai (real
being, says Aristotle, reversing the Platonic view, belongs to particulars).

But there is no reason why we should follow Aristotelian doxography
here. If the opposition stable/fluxing looks un-Socratic, other ways of treat
ing forms in relation to particulars look entirely consistent with the sorts
of things that Plato's Socrates is talking about in the so-called 'Socratic'
dialogues. (More flesh, and justification, will be added to this proposal
in later parts of this book.) From these pther perspectives, form- 'theory'
looks considerably less grand, and significantly less innovative, if indeed
it is innovative at all. 171 In that case, the basis for the now traditional
division between 'early' (metaphysically innocent) and 'middle' dialogues
(those using or referring to forms) will for all practical purposes have dis
appeared}72 Aristotle's 'authority' amounts to nothing; instead of giving
us some kind of privileged, because close-up, perspective on the history of
philosophy, he is merely telling us where he thinks his teacher Plato went
wrong, and where - with the greatest respect - he himself will put things
right.

Thus while the chronology of the composition of the dialogues ought to
be a relatively uncontroversial matter (if as usual we except the possibilities
of revision), what has been done with that chronology in the last century

PO Sec above.
PI Even the idea of the sensible worid a.~ fluxing has at least a close n=lation in the perfectly ordinary

Socratic idea theu things said to ~, e.g., good wiJJ rypically turn out actually to ~ bad; or thar
actions that are appan=ntly just under some conditions will turn out unjust under ot~rs.

1"2 There remains that apparent, crucial shift in moral psychology~n the Socrato of the pre·
&publj( dialogues and the Socrates of &pubu(' IV, who divides the soul; much will depend herl'
on the success of my argument in chapter s, which will attempt to show that Plato thought he had I

a way of keeping both models of human behaviour.
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or so - the division of the dialogues into 'Socratic'- 'middle' (Platonic) 
'late'(Platonic) - needs to be set aside. Or rather: the division in question
should be set aside unless and until it is shown to be useful, as opposed to
merely constraining and inhibiting our reading. 173 It should no longer be
used as a starting-point; for it is, for the most part, based on a perspective
(mainly Aristotle's) which is not only one that we need not share,I74 but
one that - I claim - Plato himself patently did not share (as well having
no reason to share it).175 There are three groups of dialogues that show
significant stylistic differences between them, but (a) these groups do not
coincide with the traditional early-middle-late grouping, and (b) we have no
reason to suppose in advance that the fact that the dialogues were probably
written in this rough order has any consequences in itself for the debate
between the 'developmentalists' and those who, like myself, favour a more
'unitarian' reading of Plato's thinking overall.

Chronology comes to matter, if it matters at all, in two connections.
Firstly, it will often be useful to know something about the order of com
position of the dialogues for the purpose of identifying cross-references,
the majority of which are necessarily implicit (given that dialogues are
or include localized conversations).176 Secondly, there remains that one
apparently significant shift in Plato's thinking that I have proposed, how
ever reluctantly, to recognize: the shift away from a strictly intellectualist
theory of action towards a position that would allow at least some pur
chase for a rival view, according to which our reason may be besieged
and even overthrown by irrational desires. In this one respect my read
ing of Plato may itself seem to begin to slide over from unitarianism
towards developmental ism; and in this one respect I recognize a division
between Republic and post-Republic dialogues, on the one hand, and pre
Republic dialogues on the other. It still remains to be established, how
ever, just how significant this shift is, and how significant Plato thinks
it to be.

'-, I cite an aample of such 'inhihition' ~Iow (n. 176).
'-4 That is. imofar as there a~ no finally compelling arguments for it. and - as I hope to show 

reasonably compelling arguments against it.
I-~ The point is not just that he makes Socrates talk about forms in Rrpublic and d~he~ (which

would he to ~Iy on the assumption - unpro~n and unprovable, even unlikely - that his Socrates
only ever says things he, Plato, thinks Socrat~ would havt' bttn happy to say); it is rather that ~ has
him talk about them a.f i(thry u~fami/iar, and in contats whe~ rrlUkrs as wdl as interlocutors a~
evidently meant to he familiar with them (because of what I take to be: unmistakeable inrertatual

~ rd~~nc~).S« especially chapter 9 ~Iow.
I (, 'DevelopmenraJist' assumptions have naturally inhibited the search for such cross-references: if

Plato is perpetually moving on, he will rarely need to look back ex<.:ept to indicate that he is moving
on.
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II THE NEED FOR A HOLISTIC INTERPRETATION

There will be many different types of readers of Plato. Some will merely
dip into him, picking out a particular dialogue because it looks attractive,
or impressive, or puzzling; and some of those will be disappointed, or even
repelled, and go no further. Others, perhaps the ones that Plato had in mind,
will attempt something more ambitious: one could imagine individuals,
back in the fourth century B C E, waiting for each successive dialogue as it
appeared, sometimes perhaps announced by a performance by the author
himself. And then there are the academic readers, like myself, for whom
reading Plato is - by good fortune, or because they have planned it that way
- part ofwhat they do for a living. Some ofthem will be philosophers, some
classicists, some both; some will live in comparative literature departments
or departments of political theory. It is a presumption of the present book
that it is a common task of all of these academic readers to throw light
on Plato's texts for those other types of readers: to try to explai n what is
strange, puzzling, or simply complex. Different kinds ofspecialists will essay
different aspects ofthis task: philosophers will take a special interest in what
they see as the hard arguments, literary experts in aspects of intertextualiry,
the interplay of character; and so on. Instead of merely allowing the texts
to work their effect, such readers typically attempt to say what effect Plato
might have intended to achieve, by what means, and (in the case of the
philosophical specialists) how effective he is in achieving it. IT'

The present book is an example of this kind of activity. It starts from
a point that is probably close to being universally agreed: that no account
of any part or aspect of Plato will be complete unless it pays attention
to all the manifold aspects of his writing, whether philosophical, literary,
dramatic, or ... (however many aspects different interpreters may recog
nize). However my approach differs from others' especially in the degree
of interdependence that I see as existing between the different elements
that go to make up Plato's writings. There are very few places, I claim.
where Plato's intentions can be read directly from the surface of the text.
not because there is uncertainty about who he means to speak for him.
but rather because the person who speaks for him - Socrates - is always'
speaking for him underparticular conditions, which he himselfhas created,
for purposes of his own, and which help to shape what he says and how

I~; Even some academic readers purport to content themselves with relaying their own a~iencesot

a given text, apparently on the grounds that that is the maximum that any interpreter ever achicve'i.
whatever he or she may daim. Such relativism s«ms pc"Culiarly out of place with philosophical
authors: sec Ro~ 2002b.
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he says it. Only when we have fully understood what those particular con
ditions are, and how they may have affected the shape of what Plato has
put into Socrates' mouth, can we begin to understand what it is that he is
saying (wants to say). In other words, it is not just that we need to under
stand the arguments in their literary and dramatic context, and understand
how they relate to their 'frames'. That we certainly do need to do. But we
must - I propose - also accept that the structure of the arguments them
selves may be at least partly determined by extraneous factors like the state
of understanding of the addressees (interlocutors, whether individuals or
types), and that almost any statement Socrates or other main speakers make
may need to be understood as representing a particular perspective, and so
may require correction or completion from other contexts. The general
picture - the one I wish to promote - is of a largely stable and connected
set of fundamental ideas which can be approached from different direc
tions, represented now from one angle, now from another, now partially,
now more fully, with corresponding shins of focus and emphasis; some
times, no doubt, out of sheer pleasure and inventiveness (for Plato is the
wittiest ofwriters), but more importantly out ofa desire to draw in readers
whose tolerance he expects to be as lacking as their understanding. I

-
8 To

end this preliminary part ofthe book where I began it: Platonic variety more
often reRects variety of strategy than variety of - changes in - thinking.

,-8 Once again, I should emphasi~ that I do not mC-.ln for a moment (0 exclude an exploratory,
or more generally refl~"tive, moment in Plato's thinking. That, after all, would make me just
another 'doctrinalist'. When I talk of 'a largely stable and connected set of fundamental ideas', I am
referring specifically to Plato'sfu,,,i4m~,,talideas or starting-points: and those, ofcourse, include as
one prominent item that awareness of the limits of human understanding which his S<.xrates, and
I believe he (Plato) himsdf, have thoroughly intemaliud. So beyond those fundamental ideas, all
is in principle to play for. e.g.. in relation to the organization of society, the best kind of individual
life. or indttd the fundamental principles of all existence (starting with that as yet elusive item, the
form of the good).


